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Our meeting this afternoon is for the purpose 
of examining the geographical subspecies concept as 
applied to the Lepidoptera. I shall try to set 
forth some of the general theoretical aspects of 
subspeciation now widely accepted among modern sys
tematists and evolutionists. The major portion of 
the syzposlum will be devoted to the presentation 
of the subspeciation phenomena found in each of the 
several faunal regions or taxonomic groups, by' five 
Society members who are authorities on subjects on 
which they will speak. 

Most of us here today are best acquainted with 
North American butterflies and moths, and most of 
us are familiar with the existence of geographic 
subspecies. Some of these subspecies are strikingly 
unlike, such as the Floridian and the northeastern 
races of Limenitis archippus (Cramer), the Vioera.Y, 
or the eastern snd western races of PaChYsphimc !!.2-
4!S (Harris), the big Poplar Sphinx Moth. Some 
are conspicuously unlike in one sex, for example, 
the northern and the southeastern races of Papilio 
~ (Linne), the familiar Tiger Swallowtail 
[see fig.l). But the differences are usually more 
subtle. 

First, it is necessary to state cltarly that 
A SUBSPECIES IS A POPULATION, NOl' AN INDIVIDUAL. 
Since a matter of considerable practioal importance 
to us is the process of applying a name to any spe
clmen we may have, the population concept finds us 
in an occasional awkward spot. Returning to the 
Tiger Swsllowtail, we find that in the Arkansas 
population the female is characteristically black
ish and that in the Massachusetts population the 
female is characteristically like the male (yellow 
with black lines). I believe that this dark female 
form will be found to be controlled by' a single gene 
(pair of alleles). In Arkansas, if we rear adults 
from many female larvae, perhaps a few of them will 
emerge as yel1ow-and-black adults. A question is, 
can we call those few I "subspecies ~", like the 
Massachusetts females which they closely resemble? 
And the answer must be, NO. For a clear designa
tion we could refer to the two female forms in Ar
kansas as "Papilio glaucus glaucus yellow female" 
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and "Papill0 glaucus glaucus dark (or normal) fe
male". Then a dark female in Massachusetts which 
wss known to be nati va (and not an 1IIInlgrant from 
the South or an offspring of such an immigrant) 
would be designated ·Papill0 glaucus ~ dark 
female". A olarif'y1ng point in this case is that 
a block of ten males from Arkansas and a block of 
ten from Massachusetts, collected at randOlll, can be 
distinguished rather readily when studied as series. 
If we rear male offspring of our Arkansas yellow 
female, they will be clearly of the Arkansas type, 
and if we rear males from the Massachusetts dark fe
male, they 101111 be clearly of the Massachusetts 
type. SUBSpmIES DIFFERENCES, LIKE SPECIES DIFFER
ENCES, ARE A COMBINATION OF SEVERAL CHARACTERS, not 
just one, although one character will often suffice 
for rapid ldentification. 

Fig.l. Papillo glaucus L., 
subsp. turnus above, Bubsp. glaucus below 

(Won left, cJt;J on right). 
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It should be added that in Missouri., Maryland, 
and other middle states, the tvo female forms are 
present in nearly equal numbers. Furthermore, the 
males fall between the northern ~ and the south
ern glaucus. There is a rather even gradient both 
in the percentage of the female fOI~S and in the 
less conspicuous differences seen in the males. The 
point at which we draw the line between glaucus and 
~ is purely arbitrary and thus a controversial 
matter. However, a very convenient method has been 
proposed Qy Huxley to deal with the even trend from 
one subspecies to another. He calls the steady 
trend a CLINE and the 1ntermediate POPULATIONS not 
readily referable to one of the two subspecies names 
are designated with a "Cl.", followed by the names 
of both subspecies, hyphenated. Using this system, 
we would refer to the populations from the District 
of Columbia or central Illinois as: "Papilio glaucus 
Cl. glaucus-turnus".l 

A second generalization, which proceeds logical
ly from the preceding definition of a SUBSPECIES AS 
A POPULATION, is that MOST, IF NOT ALL, SUBSPECIES 
ARE IN FACT GEOGRAPHICAL; that is, no two subspecies 
are permanent residents in the same locality. For 
Lepidoptera, foodplant subspecies have been claimed 
to exist, Qy various authors. In most, if not all, 
eases of reported ("gympatric") so-called "foodplant 
subspecies", they are probably two distinct species 
and hybridize little if at all. Examples are Fran
clemont's Symmerista leucitys on Maple vs. 2. ~
~ (J.E. Smith) on Oak, and Rawson and Ziegler's 
Mitoura hesseli on White Cedar vs. ~. gryneus (Hub
ner) on Red Cedar. We can say that NO TWO SUBSPE
CIES PERMANENTLY CX:CUPY THE SAME LOCALITY, for a 
fundamental reason, namely that a characteristic of 
subspecies is that they can and will intermate and 
produce fertile offspring if given the opportunity, 
whereas species l~rely intermate at all and when 
they do, fully fertile offspring cannot result. 
From this it follows that if two subspecies did co
exist they would intermate so freely that differenc
es would disappear and soon only one subspecies 
would occupy the region. 

It must be noted, however, that two or more dif
ferent subspecies may be found in one 10caUty on 
rare occasions, but only one is the permanent and 
abundant resident of the locality; all others are 
immigrants whose characteristics are not successful 
in the locality invaded and therefore disappear 
quickly. 

The third major princi.ple I want to consider may 
be shown b,y describing ONE POSSIBLE MANNER OF ORIGIN 
OF SUBSPECIES AND SUBSpm IFIC DIFFERENCES. Although 
the general PROCESS on continental land masses is 
probably similar to this, the EVEN'l'S may differ 
greatly. 

Let us try to imagine the likely situation for 
one species when the last great Pleistocene glacia
tion had reached its southernmost limit. The plants 
very near the ice were lichens, a few sedges, grass
es, dwarf Willows, and other plants we now find only 

1. See also the articles ~ Kiriakoff and Remington 
in the 1&11. ~, vol.2: pp.3-4, 15, 16; 1948. 

in the Arctic or on mountain tops. Then came a 
broad band of spruce, lodgepole pine, aspen, and 
other plants now found in much of Canada and below 
timberline on mountains. Third came a broader band 
of bard maple, hemlock, birch, ash, yellow pine, and 
other plants now found in the northern States and at 
mediun levels on mountains. Each of these bands was 
llmited primarily by the temperature range and level 
(suppose tha t the temperatures in the lichen band 
ranged usually from _600 F. to +500 F.; in the spruce 
band from -200 F. to +700 F.; and in the maple band 
from _100 F. to +900 F.). Now suppose that the sin
gle species of Lepidoptera whose subspeciation we 
are following was restricted to the spruce-aspen 
band Qy temperature-tolerance limits, but that it 
further required a certain wild cherry for foodplant 
and could survtve only where the humidity never 
dropped below 509b for more than a few days. At the 
time of greatest extent of the ice all these require
ments were met throughout the whole temperature band, 
from the Atlantic coast to the Black Hills, and over 
most of the region to the west in which there were 
only separated mountain glaciers but where conditions 
were profoundly controlled ~ the presence of the 
great ice mass [fig.2]. 

As the world climate became warmer and the ice 
was steadily melted on its southern edge, the tem
perature bands were of course shifted steadily north
ward. In this process our Lepidopteron on the south
ern edge was being exterminated, but it was able to 
occupy new terri tory on its northern edge. GraduallJ', 
irregularities in the terrain were revealed 4S the 
ice sheet dwindled, with newly re-exposed mountains, 
valleys, and basins creating air-currents which 
changed markedly the rain and snow-fall in their vi
cinity. Broad arid zones appeared which were unin
habitable for our speoies and left its populations 
extending southward in tongues and bulges. In the 
mountains the species moved steadily up the slopes 
as the cl!mate became warmer and warmer. In flatter 
terrain the species merely moved northward, leaving 
no southern remnant. Also, in mountaina too low or 
too southern the necessary temperature band moved 
right up above the mountain tops, and the populations 
of our species disappeared there. Some of the suf
ficiently high mountains would of course be rather 
isolated loops without continuity to the next loop. 
Thus, isolated but thriving populations of our Lep
idopteron vould be left behind. [See fig.3J I will 
not continue this step-by-step treatment here, but 
you can easily see the COUTse leading to the situa
tion we would find today, which I can roughly outline 
as follows: 

The temperature band now exists at sea level 
across central latitudes of eastern and western Can
ada and is found on a few mountain areas of the Ap
palachian chain, down the center as far as northern 
Michigan and Minnesota, and right down the Rocky Mts. 
into New Mexico and down the western cordillera to 
central California, and with very isolated popula
tions in high ranges like the Wind River Range, the 
Rabbit Esrs Range, the Grand Meaa, the Wasatch Mts., 
and so on (fig.4). 

We can thus see how our species may have attained 
its present interesting distribution. There are very 
many species with such ranges, examples being Pieris 
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Fig.2. Last Glaciation at Maximum Limit. 

Fig.3. Glaciation Receding. 
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Fig.4. Present Conditions. 

DAll1 (L.), PYrgus centaureae (Rambur), the ~
.!A§ interior Scudder group, GlaUCoySycne ~
lI!l!!l (Dbldy.), CelerI0 Wll (Rott. , Arctia SA
l! (Linne) find so on. 

Now the question arises as to how the sub
specific differences appear in these populations, 
differences which allow us to recognize the pa
pula tions by wing marldngs and other less obvi
ous characters. 

Each of the populatIons of a species is in 
somewhat different environmental conditions, 
and the more carefully we study them IN THE 
FIELD, the more obvious these differences b&
come. The Wasatch Kts. may have generally pale 
rocks and soil while the nearby Rabbit Ears 
Range l18.y have very dark rocks and soil. How 
does the Rabbit Ears population of our imaginary 
species becane dark like the substratum, and how 
does the Wasatch population become pale like its 
substratum? 

Suppose that our species arrived in these 
two ranges with a generally gray color and its 
main enemies were birds or mammals which depend
ed on sight to catch the Lepidopteron. Mutations 
of its genes (the hereditary controllers which I 
have no time to explain here but which are clear
ly treated in E.B. Ford's Butterflies-) are ran
dom and therefore prelSUlD8.bly produce, in both 
the Wasatch and Rabbit Eare populations, indivi
duals which are black and individuals which are 
white. The original grays are more easily ssen 
than the blacks on the dark rocks of the Rabbit 
Ears Range. Therefore, each of these new blacks 
has a better chance of escaping and producing 
offspring than does any of the grays, and the 
percentage of blacks will rise steadily in each 
succeeding generation until the original gray 
type has virtually disappeared. In contrast, 
all the new whites will be even worse adapted 
than their gray and black brethren and will be 
eliminated qy natural seleotion whenever they 
appear. 

The reverse will of course be true in the 
Wasatch Mts., were the nell liM tea \1111 eventu
ally eliminate the original group and the new 
blaeks will alwys be quickly lost. 

By this process, which I have ot course 
vastly ove1"-simpl1tled, we now have a generally 
gray specieo found over a wide range, but with 
a blaek oubspecies in the Rabbit Ears Range and 
a white subspecleo in the Wasatch Mts., all 
three types now equipped wi til ooncealing 00101"
ation in their respeotive regions (Fig.5). 

(oontinued on next page) 

-----------------------
- 368 PP., 58 pIs. (34 col.), published qy 

Collins, St. James Place, London, England, 
and obtainable from them, or through most 
bookstores. [See review in ~. Nells, vol.I: 
p.3; 1947.] 
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AFTER ADAPTATION 

Fig. 5. 

One last theoretical point I want to make con
cerns THE FATE OF THESE GEOGRAPHIC SUBSPF£IES. A 
widely accepted view today is that species always 
arise from subspecies. This means that subspecies 
are potential species. The sterility barrier which 
we expect betveen species, with the correlative lack 
of successful hybridizing, is the result of an accum
ulation of a large number of genetic differences, 
not only of color as in the Wasatch and Rabbit Ears 
subspeoies, but also of structure, flight habits, 
courtship patterns, tolerances of temperature, light, 
wind, and humidity, and in many cases food plant dif
ferences. These differences must accumulate during 
a long period of isolation. otherwise, too frequent 
interbreeding with other populations will continually 
dilute out the differences. Thus, a subspecies mB1 
become completely isolated for a long tiae from all 
other populations of the parent species and eventual
ly become a distinct species, or the isolation may 
not be complete enough or for a long enough time and 
the subspeciss will remain rather similar to other 
subspecies or may even lose its identity entirely. 

Please let me emphasize that rq main examples 
have been hypothetical and were concooted to help IIl8 

explain theoretical points. No real examples from 
the Lepidoptera bave been followed far enough to 
prove these points, although other organi81118 have 
been sO studied. 

II. SUBSPF£IATION AMONG SPHINGID MOTHS OF THE WEST INDIES 

by Margaret M. Cary 

Mt. Airy, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Map of the West Indies 

I IllUst speak of this as an introduction to the 
study of subepeciation among Sphingidae of the An
tilles because very little has been done along this 
line in any of the West Indies. Many collectors 
have worked there, and it is one of the very oldest 
collecting localities. These collectors and taxono
mists have noted the many subspecies found in these 
subtropical islands but little work has been done 

with environmental differenees. with rearing of sub
species, with foodplant speeialization, or with the 
causes of geographic subspeciation in the Islands, 
ideally situated though th«r are for such a study-. 
Here we find small isolated populations and a most 
interesting geologic history. The island called 
Hispaniola, which is divided politically into Hait! 
and Santo Domingo, has been much neglected even by 
colleetors, and the island of Puerto Rieo has been 
so denuded or original vegetation, including its 
former magnifieent forest eover, by an ever-increas
ing population of impoverished inhabitants, that any 
comparison of present subspecies vith past popula
tions is regrettably uncertain. 

In speaking of Antillaan subspecies of Sphingi
dae I am speaking only of those endem.1.c to the is
lands. To illustrate this: - Erinnyis laSSIl:4' ga
phaleae (Bdv.) Ilnd Erinn:yi s lassawd, marlanae Grote) 
are found on the islands, but both oocur on adjacent 
continental areas. As far as is now known we have 
32 subspecies of Sphingidae on the Greater and Less
er Antilles and let me state here very clearly that 
the island of TRINIDAD IS Nar ONE OF THE ANTILLES 
but a part of the eontinental shelf of South Amerioa. 

In this paper I am following Ernst Mayr's deftn-
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ition of a subspeoies, found on page 106 of his 
book, Systematics A.W1 ~ Q!:1&1n !2!. Species: "The 
subspecies or geographic race is a geographically 
localized subdivision of the species which differs 
genetically and taxonomioally from other subdivi
sions of the species." In dealing with subspecia
tion we find two processes involved, the develop
ment of diversities, and the establishment of dis
continuities. The Antilles are admirably suited to 
a study of subspeciation of Sphingidae through geo
graphic isolation, because here we are dealing: with 
small populations isolated trom parental groups and 
developing as races which because of localized food
plants tend to become sedentary and restricted; with 
repeated invasions in some cases; and with certain 
moths more given than others to variation, exhibit
ing diversity in pattern, color, size, eto., proba
bly attributable to prooesses of natural seleotion. 

I have chosen for special discussion eight An
tillean subspecies of Sphingidae, because several of 
these eight have the ncminotyplcal race endemic to 
the Antilles, because some of these eight have a 
marked tendeney to variation, because some of them 
seem to illustrate the theory of successive immigra
tions to the islands, and beoause some ot them lend 
themselves to interesting oomparisons with similar 
speoies not only on adjaoent oontinental areas but 
wi th those on our only Western Hemi sphere group of 
islands comparable to the Antilles. the Galapagos 
Islands. Pblegethontius~, the common Tobacco 
Moth of North America and Mexico, is represented on 
the Greater Antilles (Cuba, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, 
and Hispaniola) by race Jaaicensis, differing main
ly in its greater average size, in its brownish 
tinge, in its clouded white bands of the lower wing 
and in slight differenoes in the genitalia. On the 
Lesser Antilles, especially on the islands of Domin
ica and St. Lucia is found the much smaller, more 
monotonously colored race, ~, with bands on the 
hind wings pure black and white. On Trinidad, which 
is part of the Parian Shelf of Venezuela, we have 
the South American subspecies ~ (Cram.). I 
feel that geographic isolation is the cause ot sub
speciation here. Various members of the Nightshade 
family (Solanaceae), on which the larvae of ~ 
feed, are distributed through North America, Mexico, 
Central and South America, and the Antilles. There 
seems no evidence here of adaptive evolution since 
foodplants, predators, and parasites, and general 
habitat conditions are similar in all of the Carib
bean islands. 1!. IHE!I reached the islands long 
ago geologically, probably after the Miocene sub
mergence of all but the highlands of the Greater An
tilles, and has evolved separately because of isola
tion. However, Phlegethontius rusticus is, I think, 
illustrative of different invasions, some of which 
are probably oontinuing today. The parent form of 
ruaticys occurs in North and South America, Mexico, 
Trinidad, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, and Haiti, as well 
as in Cuba along with f. rusticys cubanus, a smaller 
brown form with the brown disca1 area of forewing 
spread to the outer msrgin of forewing. f. rusti9W! 
occurs in Haiti along with a large and striking nar
rower-winged subspecies, very black am handsome, 
called dOlllinlctnus. The subspecies of the Lesser 
Antilles called harterti is like the nominotypical 
rusticUl except that the dark costal marginal trl-

angle is very light. f. rusticus postsoriptus 
(Clark) is found on the Galapagos Islands and it 
may well be that Phlegethontius nigritus (R.&J.), 
found there also, traces its long descent from rY!
ticus, though here we find a slight change in the 
wing-shape. In f. brontes we have a very variable 
moth whose nominotypical race is in Jamaica and ex
ceedingly common. Its foodp1ant is the yellOW-flow
ered TecCIIIB stans, quite abundant on the Greater and 
Lesser Antilles. The Cuban subspecies, cubensis, is 
smaller and less strikingly marked, and has probably 
been blown to Florida in hurricanes, since we have 
caught it there over petunias at dusk at Everglades. 
It is certainly scarce in Florida and I think also 
in Cuba. It probably feeds on another member of the 
Bignoniaceae in Florida, as ~ ~ is not in 
Florida. In Haiti E. brontes baitiensis is very com
mon and is the black and white form of this insect. 
Puerto Rico has the mare creamy brown subspecies 
~, a large, handsome insect but apparently 
scarce. 

We now come to ISognathus ~, one of the 
species whioh gives rise to at least eight genitali
cally distinct subspecies in the Antilles and adja
cent continental areas, as well as probably two very 
constant forms in Cuba which may well be overlapping 
ends of circles. Isognathus.t. ~ ocours appar
ently only on Cuba. where we also have two most in
teresting forms, sometimes listed as subspecies. 1. 
rimosa oongratulans Grote &: Rob. and I. I!m2!! ~ 
Ramsden. Dr. Karl Jordan, of Tring. beHeves these 
to be forms of ~ rather than subspecies and 
since two subspecies of the same speoies do not co
exist as separate entities in the same locality, ra
ther tending to intergrade, we shall call them forms. 
But much more study must be done here in Cuba as to 
the definite geographical locations of these two 
forms, their foodplants, etc. In appearance ~
~ has the same tan color as subspecies rimosa 
but lacks the characteristIc trapezoidal black mark
ing on forewing. I. J:. l!2Q!i! is remarkably differ
ent looking, a clouded black and white insect, rath
er ghostlike in appearance and very striking, really 
resembling its parent form only in its striped body. 
In Jamaica we find the large and handsome subspecies 
Jamaicensis, of which there are only the following 
specimens recorded in collections: - one at the Car
negie Museum, Pittsburgh (Collection Holland, Ober
thUr, Clark); one at the Institute of Jamaioa in 
Kingston; and one in the private collection of Ber
ne,rd Heineman. In Hispaniola we have 1. rimosa !!Q
litor which appears to be quite abundant there and 
Is a handsane whitish insect. In Puerto Rico there 
is subspecies wo1cotti, differing from other subspe
cies of tl!2e on the Islands by having a IIUch nar
rower black band on the hind wing t the ground color 
here being brownish as in 1. .t. ~ and I. .t. a
maicensi, instead of white as in 1 • .t. molitor and 
the continental I . .t. papayae. It seems a connect
ing link among the subspecies of this variable in
sect. Subspecies papayaS is also in Trinidad, and 
inoH tus in Mexico, while other subspecies of rimosa 
are in Brazil and other parts of South America. 

PachyUa ~ nces is found in Mexico and Cen
tral and South America, though in rrrr long collecting 
experience nowhere as common as 1:. l!sml. In JlIlIIIlica 
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AND 
JAMAICA CUBA HISPANIOLA PUERTO RICO LESSER ANTILLES CENTRAL AMERICA 

COCYTn!~ PHLEGETHONTI!.!S 
vi trinus IllUS- y. vitrinus R.&.r. occul tus pe.cifi-
~ Clark cus Mooser 

h&nni bal mayeri 
PHLEGETHONTIUS Mooser 

sextus .1amai- sextus lamaicen- sextus lamaicen- sextus jamaicen- sextus lucia lucetius nubil-
censis Btlr. sis Btlr. sis Btlr. sis Btlr. Geble-n-- !!! R. &;r:--

lefeburel boa-
.r.. rusticus P8b. rusticus CUbalIUS rusticus domin1- r. rusticus Fab. ruaticus harterti sard! Gablen 

(not endemio) Wood canus Geblen - (not endemic) Rothsch. floristan cab-
nal Schaus 

[!". rusticus F8.b. floristan Ish-
also is here) leal Schaus 

crocala tepici 
~. brontes Dru. brontes cubensis brontes haitien- ~!mM brontes in seme Clark 

Grt. sis Clark Clark form probably NANNOPARClji 
on L. Antilles 

~ haterius 
aince foodplant 
(lUma) there 

Druce 

SPHINX 
afflictus baham- lIbOcedrus ach-

ensis (one spe- otla Mooser 
~LIPTERUS c1men only) sepe.ratus mel-

gannascus .i!l!- ~nnascus cubanua ~ R.&J. 
aicens1s R.II:J. R. &J. chersis mexi-

canus R. &: J. 
ISOGNAT!!!l~ AMPLIPTERUS 

rimosa lamai- r. rimosa Grt. rimosa moli tor rimosa wolcotti don:na darien-
censis R. & J. - (and congratu- R:'TJ-.-- Clark sis R. 8. J. 

lans and wood1? 
see text)-- SMERINTHUS 

cerisp sali-

~ ceti Bdv. 
obscura jamai- obscura atheno CALASYMBOLUS 

censis Clark Hbn. ---
.!!!,;!QM macrOJ)8 

Gablen 
domingonis E!!-

ISOGNATHUS lescens Clark 
rimosa incli tus 

PACHYWA Edw. 

~ insularis sTees cubensis ERINNYIS 
R. J. Closs PERI GONIA obscura socor-

*lusca major rends Clark 
Clark 

HEMEROPLANES 
*lusca baham- E!!! denticulata 

ensis Clark Schs. 

~ MAPCRfi 
tantalus eumel- ti tan cubensis bubastus but-

us Jordan- Clark leri Kirby 

~ SESIA 

!.. satel1itia satellitia posti- satellitia posti- ~talus clavi-
Dru. catus Grt. catus Grt. .E!! R.~ 

vitis Linne y. vitis Lin:ne 
AMPljiLPECA 

vi tis has peri- y. vitis (as on y. vitis i'uscatus ~ mexicana 
dum Kby. continent) R:"&J. Gablen 

IYLQPHANES ARCTONQIllS 

.Q. chi ron Dru. chi ron cubanus *!fchiron nechus **ehiron nechus chi ron lucianus terlooi mooseri 
R .. &J-.--- Cram. --- Cram. --- --a:&J. Clark ---

IYLOPHANES 

* These are not 2 subspecies from the same locality but are frem different islands. amadis ~ 
Druce 

**Both Draudt and Forbes have this subspecies occurring in Puerto Rico and Hispaniola; thyelia salvin! 
I would expect that 1. ~ might occur, but not the continental DS!.2!mI. I have Druce 
seen no specimen from these two islands ~self. 
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it has become subspecies insular1s, with the median 
light spots on the costal and lower margin of the 
forewing merging to make a solid light median band 
on this wing. f. insularis is said to occur on His
paniola but I have seen no specimens from there. p. 
~9ubensls is very much smaller, monotonously
dull brown with only the light apices and costal 
spots distinct. I have ~ from Santa Catarina, 
Brazil, in which the light spots are close together, 
almost joining as in ipSular!;, and there is a spe
cimen reported from Mexico where this is also true. 

In Pholus satellitia we again have the nominoty
pical subspecies in the West Indies (Jamaica). This 
is another species so variable that were it not for 
its constantly double cell-spots, we would hardly 
recognize some of the forms as belonging to this 
species. We think at once of the common~. ,atelli
tia pandorus (Hbn.) of the eastern seaboard of the 
U.S.A. and of the very common ~. §§tellitia lichaon 
(Cram.) of South America and Trinidad. Cuba has the 
beautiful subspecies posticatus, found also on the 
Bahamas. A color form of posticatus occurring in 
Cuba is called cinnamomea, often recorded as a sub
species of satellitia. The well known and beautiful 
Pholus vitis vitia of Florida, Mexico, South America, 
and Trinidad is found on most of the Greater Antil
les (Cuba, Hispaniola, Puerto Rico) but on Jamaica 
is found the much darker and handsomer race besperi
~, whose underside is red and whose forewing has 
two instead of three horizontal curving white lines. 
f. ~ fuscatus is found on the Lesser Antilles, 
in general a less clearly marked and more suffused 
subspecies. In ylophanes ~ we have another 
nominotypical subspecies in Jamaica, with !. ~. gy_ 
banus in Cuba, and !. g. luciana on the Lesser An
tilles. The very common ylophanes chiron nechus is 
the continental form found in Florida, Mexico, Vene
zuela, etc. In one night at light in Venezuela we 
took 110 specimens of nechus! 

For easier comparison I have added a table to 
show the endemic subspecies of Sphingidae on the An
tilles, a much greater number than in Florida or a 
comparable area of continental South America, espe
cially nearby Venezueln. Florida has three endemic 
subspecies (Dolba hvlaeus floridensis Clark, ~_ 
loeca !!!IIQ!l chotus Hbn., Amphion ~ floridensis 
Clark); Venezuela has two (Isognathus rimosa papayae 
Bdv. and xylophanes germen yurakano Lichy). Trini
dad also has papayae and the endemic race, trinitas 
Closs, of Xylophanes neoptolemus. Mexico, however, 
because of its differences in environments, its de
serts, high tablelands, and towering snowpeaks, its 
jungles and other natural barriers, has twenty-three 
endemic subspecies of Sphingidae. I have listed 
them all on the table; but one, Nannoparce .ROm s
terius, is of special interest from the point of 
view of geologic history. N. R. ~, the nimino
typical race, is found in Jamaica, Cuba, and Hispa
niola, and for this species we find a subspecies in 
Yucatan. There are geologists who believe there was 
a former land connection between Yucatan and the 
western end of Cuba. This is also suggested by ll
lophanes porcus, recorded in the West Indies only 
from Cuba and widely represented in Mexico. Venezue
la, etc., by 1. porcus continentalis R.'J. Unfortu-

nate1y the rocks have so far revealed no sphingid 
fossils so we must guess at the geological history 
of our Antillean Sphingidae. Hurricanes and some 
form of water transportation probably account for 
the wafting of these moths to the Islands, perhaps 
in the Miocene after the re-emergence, and there are 
probably continuing invasions of some of the strong
er flying Sphinx-moths either by direct flight over 
water or carried via ships. 

There seems to me to be little in favor of the 
idea that the differences between the island subspe
cies of Sphingidae on the Antilles are of adaptive 
significance in evolution. All of the Antilles are 
much alike in their climate, foodplants, etc., yet 
the populations of Sphingidae on the different is
lands, relatively only a few miles apart, have de
veloped into differentiated subspecies. We have no 
wide deserts or high mountains to act as barriers. 

There is considerable evidence suggesting dif
ferent invasions of Sphingidae on the West Indies. 
In the ease of Erinnyie obscura lamaicensis there is 
evidence of an ancient invasion and geographic iso
lation causing this species to evolve into a subspe
cies. Erinnyis 2. 9bscura is also caught in Jamaica, 
and this points to a second, much later invasion, 
where the two feras met but remained segregated be
cause of developed gene discontinuities. Another 
sphingid moth showing evidence of different inva
sions is Phlegethontius rusticus, already referred 
to. It looks as though ~. rusticus cubanus and !. 
~. dominicanus had become distinct before the secon
dary invasion of !. ~. rusticus to these islands. 

Whether the West Indies are in fact purely oce
anic islands or are fragments of a continent, the 
Sphingidae have developed as though they were ocean
ic islands. Mayr writes, page 173: "Oceanic islands 
are defined as all those islands that have received 
their fauna from other islands or from neighboring 
continents by transoceanic colonization, and not 
over land bridges." Sphinx moths evolved late among 
Lepidoptera. Their distribution on the Antilles is, 
I believe, largely transoceanic. Still, there were 
certain connections geologically among the islands 
of the Greater Antilles that are of special interest 
in viewing sUbspeciation of Sphingidae. At one time 
Jamaica was undoubtedly connected wtth Hispaniola. 
At another time Hispaniola was connected with Cuba. 
The distribution of Sphigidae on Hispaniola, so far 
as our insufficient data go, indicates a clear re
lationship to both Cuba and Jamaica. The distinct
ness of island populations of Sph1ngidae in the An
tilles seems to depend on the she of the island, 
the length of geologic time in 1ts effective isola
tion, and the amount of chance dispersal over water 
and through the air. These factors coupled with the 
small size and isolation of populations, with cer
tain species which because of localized food plants 
tend to become sedentary and restricted in range, 
with some eases of repeated invasions, and with cer
tain moths more given than others io variation, seem 
adequate causes to produce the 32 existing subspe
cies of Sphingidae 1n the West Indies. 

~ 
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III. HOLARCTIC BUTTERFLY SPECIATION AND SUBSPECIATION, ESPECIALLY IN NORTH AMERICA 

by Alexander B. Klots 
City College of New York and American Museum of Natural History, New York 

The te1'll "Holarctic" is used to refer to the 
biota of the boreal regions of both the Old and New 
Worlds; "Palaearetic" appUes to the subdivision in 
the Old World, and ItNearctic" to that of the New 
World. B. it noted that in this article these 
terms are used with specific reference to ORIGINS, 
and not necessarily to distributions. Many organ
isms now occurring widely in the boreal regions bad 
their origins elsewhere. In any attempt to study 
their history we must consider such forms with the 
biota as a part of which they evolved, and not with 
one into which they may have subsequently migrated. 

Thus, a great many of the North American but
terflies are Reotropical in origin. Same familiar 
examples are: SATYRlDAE - Euptychia; all HELICONI
IDA!; NIMPHALIDAE - Euptoieta, Anartia, ~, !D
Ull most or all RIODINIDAE; LYCAENIDAE - Eumaeus, 
AtUdes, many species of Stl'Ylllon, Leptotes, ~ 
01, etc.; PAPILIONIDAE - E. philenor L., POl.ydamus 
L., Mrcellus Cram., etc.; PIERIDAE- ~,Phoebis. 
Kricogonia, &wr&, Am!1u, and AWA; HESPERIIDAE 
- Phocides, Poltgonus, Eparg;yreus, Heliopetes, Al
~, Atrvtonopeis, Lerodea, Calpodes, Panoguina, 
etc. We must exclude all such fram a study of the 
purely Holarctic fauna. 

Again, sane of our North American butterfly 
groups are probably autochthonous, i.e. originated 
here. Lacking the evidence of palaeontology we are 
greatly handicapped in considering this. We .ust 
remember how fossil records, reversing earlier be
lief, showed the horses to have been of North Amer
ican origin; and the camels to have originated in 
South America whence they spread, via North America 
(where they subsequently died out) to the Palaearc
tic. Most likely of our butterflies to be auto
chthonous are the Papilio of the glaueus and ~-
1llI groups; all Spend.; and, perhaps, !!I!D!, !!l
cisa1ia, EroTa, and the Tharplea subgenus of 1l
~. 

Studies of evolution bave shown that no popu
lation can evolve into a biologically separate spe
cies unless it i8 effectivel,. isolated frOli any 
other population with which it could interbreed. 
Such isolation, be it noted, is a prerequisite but 
not a cause of evolutionary differentiation. Any 
study of Palaearctic vs. Nearctic speciation and 
subspeciation must, therefore, be primarily con
cerned both with the factors that have isolated Old 
and New World populations fram each other, and also 
with those which have isolated populations from 
each other within the regions. 

The greatest of these isolating factors was the 
series of southward extensions of the northern ice 
cap during the last geologic epoch, the Pleistocene 
(see Map). At least four such glaciations are 
known to have occurred, alternating with periods of 
glacial recession when a relatively uniform, per
haps even subtropical climate prevailed over .ast 
of the globe. In North America the earliest of the 
glacial periods is known as the Nebraskan; the se
cond, the Kansan; the third, the IllinOian; and the 

most recent, the Wisconsin. More or less corres
ponding periods have been identified in Europe and, 

, to some degree in northern Asia. 

CONTINENTAL PLEISTOCENE GLACIATION OF NORTH AMERICA 
Greenland and the other islands were also largely 
ice - covered. Shore - lines varied greatly due to 
changes of the sea level. Note the large unglacia
~darea of Alaska, the Yukon, and probably SibeMa. 

The ice must have pushed most or all butterflies 
ahead of it as it moved southward. A very large 
part of Alaska, from the Bering Sea to the upper Yu
kon was never, however, ice-covered. Perhaps sOllIe 
species survived here. Certainl,. many of the most 
northern species must have managed to survive very 
close to the edge of the ice sheet, as we see their 
descendants doing in Greenland toda,.. But their ran
ges certainly extended far to the south of the south
ern limit of the ice; and less northern species of 
course extended still farther southward. Moreover, 
considerable areas of 10081 glaciation developed in 
the Rocky Mountain and Sierran ~stems south of the 
main ice sheet. These two ~stems (and to a lesser 
degree the Appalachian chain) then formed three ele
vated highways along which the northern species vere 
able to extend farther southward than in the inter
vening lower areas. The north-south mountain chains 
also, be it noted, formed barriers across which 
east-west dispersal of less cold-adapted species 
could not take place. This is in striking contrast 
to the effect of the mountains of Europe and Asia, 
which run roughly across the line of advance of the 
ice rather than parallel to it. 

Then, as the ice sheet receded northward, the 
biota must have followed very closely. As the cli-
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mate became warmer the more cold-adapted species 
were forced out from the lower and more southward 
regions first, progressively up the slopes of the 
mountains as well as northward. On the highest 
mountains, where the climate still approximates that 
of the far north, some of even the most Arctic spe
cies have managed to survive even to the present 
time. These are the veIl known "relict forms·. It 
followed that these mountain populations of far
northern species became, in time, isolated from the 
northern populations. In many cases, moreover, the 
mountain populations themselves have become broken 
up into isolated groups, since the mountain chains 
are cut across ~ areas of lowland sizable enough to 
constitute barriers impassable by the mountain 
forms. Thus was formed, and still exists, the iso
lation necessary for the mountein populations to 
evolve specific or subspecific divergence, not only 
from their northern "cousins" but also, to SeDe d_ 
gree, from each other. 

A clear understanding of the population isola
tions resulting from the glaciations is essential 
to any study of distribution speciation and subsp8-
ciation. To this must be added a host of other iso
lating factors ranging from the east-west variation 
in humidity, north-south variations in temperature, 
and local environmental (ecotopic) effects. 

Today each of the mountain systems has some of 
the relict forms. The Rocky Mountain chain, the 
most extensive and continuous, is ~ far the rich
est. The Sierran, with much less extensive Arctic
Alpine areas, and broken ~ a wide gap between 
Washington and California, has fewer. The Appala
chian, much older and more eroded, has only three 
areas where true Alpine Zone occurs. These are: 
the Shickshock Mts. in the Gaspe; Mr. Katahdin in 
Maine; and the Presidential Range in New Hampshire. 
The Appalachian has the smallest Arctic-Alpine but
terfly fauna of the three. 

It will be noted that at least four glacial per
iods are known. Exact details of the extent of the 
ice in each are not tully known, especially for the 
earlier periods; but probably these did not differ 
in any major way (f"rom the viewpoint of the biolo
gist, at least) f"rca that of the most recent, the 
Wisconsin. Each of these periods with its follow
ing interglacial period was certainly responsible 
for isolating many butterfly populations. Very pos
sibly some of the more distant degrees of relation
ship that we can trace today date f"raJI one or an
other of the earlier isolations. 

Before considering in detail any butterfly spe
ciation and Bubspeciation, we should note one other 
pertinent point. Populations of some of the essen
tially far northern groups of the Holarctic butter
flies have, ~ adapting to life in a somewhat mild
er climate, suooeeded in surviving and even in ex
tending their ranges far southward at low eleva
tions. Notable among these are species which sur
vive as relicts in the true aoid bogs of southern 
Canada and the northern United States. Since the 
flora of these bogs is exceedingly like that of the 
far north, a great many plants being common to both, 

adaptation b.Y the butterflies has chiefly consisted 
of evolving the ability to survive during a longer 
warm season at higher temperatures, and has not in
volved food plant changes. We thus find such but
terflies as Bolori! ~ and eunamia (ftaphirapeft), 
Oenels lutta Hbn., and LYcaena eptxanthe Bdv. and 
Lec., specific or subspecific offshoots of essen
tially northern populations, existing well to the 
southward in isolated populations in bogs. 

Limitation of space permits mention here of only 
a few examples of the various degrees of speciation 
and subspeciation of Holarotic butterflies that have 
occurred in North America. Ignoranoe Is alao a p0w

erful deterrent; for relatively little attention has 
been paid to this matter. 

Zerege, whether regarded as a subgenus of Colias 
or as a separate genus, evidently arose from the 
sex-patched group of CoUas, from which it has ~ 
come greatly differentiated. It has extended its 
range to southern South America. Perhaps it, as 
well as the Colias (Scalidoneura) species l1D1ted to 
South America, first became isolated during a ~ 
Wisconsin glacial-interglacial period. Contrasted 
wi th Zeren!}, ~ !!eadil Edw. has developed, at 
most, specific distinction from its Palaearctic sex
patched relatives. Its two more or less isolated 
populations (the southern ~ and the northern 
!!i! Stkr.) are now evolving subspeoifio distinction 
from eaoh other. Perhaps meadil first developed 
specific distinction following the Illinoian glaoia
tion, and its present subspeciation in post-Wiscon
sin. Similarly Colias ~ Edw. and harfordli Ry. 
Edw. of California may represent speoies dating 
from pre-Wisconsin isolations, the first having 
evolved from Coliae nastes stock, the second from 
the 90. chrysoth8lle complex. And the 90. eur;ythem_ 
philodice populations, likewise descended from the 
chrysotheme complex, and at present vacillating in 
an indescribable (and insufficiently known) state of 
partially specific, partially subspecific separation 
from each other, appear to be specifically distinct 
from harfordii and presumably likewise from the Pal
aearctic chry80theme Esp. 

Among our other Colias, the Willow-feeding 90. 
gigantea-harroweri-scudderii-ruckesi populatIons ap
pear to have evolved as a distinct specifio stook 
with fairly well differentiated subspecies, extend
ing from the Arctic to New Mexico. The Legume-teed
ing 90. alexandra-edwardsii-emilia-ghristina-k!authii 
population is certainly specifically distinct; but 
1 ts two main components, tradItionally called !I1.g
andra Edw. and christina Edw., are hardly speotri
cally distinct from each other although some defi
nite subspecific distinctions can be traced within 
them. 

The distinctive Qg!!!! ~ Bdv. has evolved 
some more or less clinal subspecific distinctions in 
North America, but is probably not specifically dis
tinct f"rom Palaearctic populations. The same is 
true of Q.. ~ Lefebre and, perhaps, of 90. palaeno 
L. In these species the lack of specific distinc
tions between Palaearctic and Nearctic populations 
must be due to a longer period of interbreeding 
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between the Palaearctic and Nearctic, a process fa
cilitated by their Arctic habitat. 

Colias is evidently undergoing sane very puzz
ling changes today. This is commonly attributed to 
a present rapid rate of differentiation. An alter
native hypothesis must, however, reoeive serious 
consideration. Perhaps the pre- as well as post
Wisconsin isolation of some of the species was less 
oomplete (due to strong flight habits?) or muta
tional ohanges during the isolations were less ef
feotive, or both. As a result, various populations 
of the anoestral stocks of the eurytheme-phllodice 
and alexandra-ohristina complexes split into sub
populations less completely genetically differen
tiated from eaoh other. And so we see today the 
results of varying rates of interbreeding as these 
incompletely differentiated populations come to
gether again. The same situation occurs on a 
smaller scale in the Limenitis arthem1s-astyan&X 
population. 

Turning to Boloria, a genus similar to ~ 
in possessing rich representation in both the Pal
aearctic and the Nearctic, and also in both far 
northern and temperate enVironments, we see a more 
stabilized pattern. There is, in North America at 
least, little evidence of such hybridization as we 
see in Colias. Therefore, we may infer that pre
and post-Wisconsin isolations were more complete. 
Boloria shows, however, some widely varying degrees 
of speciation and subspeciation. 

Both ~. fI!ll! Thunb. and ~. polaris Bvd. show 
relatively little differentiation of the Old and 
New World populations. The range of freila in 
North America is great, extending all across the 
Arotic and south in the mountains into Colorado and 
in bogs into Quebec. Despite thiS, little subspe
ciation is evident. The far northern population is 
distinguishable as the large and dark targuinius 
Curtil!l; and perhaps both natazhati Gibson and ~ 
~ Stallings and Turner from the northern Cana
dian-Alaskan mountains represent a similar local 
subspeciation. Elsewhere no distinot subspecies of 
fI!ll! are discernible. 

Boloria titania Esp., eunomia Esp., and ~ 
L. are even more widely distributed in both the 
Palaearctic and the Nearctic; but in contrast to 
polaris and freila these species have broken into 
a great number of subspecies. ~. chari olea Schnei
der of the true Arctic mayor may not be oonsidered 
conspecific with titania, depending on one's ten
dency to "lump" or "split". But in any case we can 
clearly place in titani, the Nearctic subspecies 
boisduvalii DuP., ~ndis B. and McD., rainieri B. 
and McD., ingens B. and MoD., ~ Edw., and !!!2!!
.1!n! Scud. In eunomia we may plaoe ~ Klots, 
triclaris Hbn., dawson! B. and McD., laddi Klots, 
and caelestis Hemming. In ~ we may place !l
boguina Holl., atrocoatalis Huard, tollandensis B. 
and Benj., terra-novae Holl., nebraskansis Holl., 
BlI1a! Cram. and marilandica A. H. Clark. Of all 
our species of Boloria, ~ has been most able 
to adapt to more southern conditions, which ex
plains its wide range and has permitted its great 
subspeciation. 

In the ~ group of Boloria some rather more 
fundamental splits have occurred. In the Nearctic 
ocour four distinct species, of which at least two 
(and perhaps all four) are endemic. ~. ~ Thunb. 
and ~. improba Butler ocour in both Old and New 
Worlds but have, as far as we know (northern Asiatic 
material is lacking) greater range and differentia
tion in the Nearctic. ~. ~ has at least two 
northern subspecies, gibsoni B. and Benj. and !!i! 
Staud., and a third, sagata B. and Benj. in Colora
do. !!. improbs, a truly Arctic butterfly, has a 
slightly sub-Arctic subspecies ~ Holl. in North 
America, as well as the Palaearctic improbula Bryk. 
!!. epithore Edw. is olearly endemic (British Colum
bia and Montana to California and Colorado). And B. 
~ Holl. (=bellona Fab.) ranging from western Ca
nada to New Jersey has, like selene, adapted to a 
wide climatic range; but unlike ~ it shows lit
tle distinctive subspeciation. Only two named sub
species are reoognizable, ammlralis Hemming and ~
istae Stallings and Turner; and the latter is really 
more of a local form thsn a major subspecies. Very 
possibly the four species all attained specific dis
tinction in pre-Wisconsin times. 

Only a few of the Holarctic butterflies have been 
touched upon above. Perhaps, since space forbids 
more detailed treatment, a listing of some of the 
other more prominent examples will be of interest, 
roughly classified as to the degree of differentia
tion that has evolved between the Palaearctic and 
the Nearctic populations. The majority of these are, 
of oourse, the lowland and warmer climate forms which, 
I fear, have been most unjustly skimped above. 

SPECIFIC DIFFERENTIATION: Papilio pollXenes Fab., 
brevlcauda Saunders, zelicaon Luc., etc.; Parnassius; 
Anthocaris and ~; f12I!! virginiensis Edw •• Bt2-
~ Bdv. and Lec., beckeri Edw., etc.; Coenon;ympba 
haydeni Edw.; Cercyonis; Oenels and ~. many spe
cies; EuphYdms, Mel1taea, and Poluonia; Nymphalis 
eal1fornica Bdv., milberti1 Latr., and l-album Bdv. 
and Lec.; Vanessa virgipiensis Drn.; Limenitis; some 
Strymon; some LYcaeldos (e.g. melissa Edw.); some 
Plebeius (e.g. saepiolus Bdv.); some ~ (e.g. 
communis Grote); many Hesperia. 

SUBSPECIFIC DIFFERENTIATION: Papilio machaon L.; 
~ m!.t?! L.; Coeno!lYlllpha ~ Muller; ~ 
taygete Gey., lutta Hbn., ~, and melissa Fab.; 
Erebia ~ Tausoh.; LYcaena phlaeas L.; LYcaeides 
armognomon Bergstr.; Plebeius aguilo Bdv.; Lycae
nopsis argiolus L.; ~ !'reUa Warren; Cartero
cephalus palaomon Pall.; Hesperia ~ L. 

AT MOST VERY MINOR SUBSPECIFIC DIFFERENTIATION: 
NYmphalis antiopa L.; Vanessa atalanta L. and cardui 
L • 

As previously mentioned, the route between Alaska 
and northeast Asia seems to be the only one by which 
any significant movements of butterfly populations 
between the Palaearctic and the Nearctic have taken 
place. There is but little evidence, and that du
bious, of any effective direct migrations between Eu
rope and eastern North America. The butterflies of 
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northvestern North America show, in general, closest 
relationship to those of northeastern Asia; and the 
further we trace, south and east in North America 
and south and west in Eurasia, the greater become 
the differences from the meeting point. 

In making such comparisons one must, of course, 
be vatchful for the possibility, or even probebili
ty, of parallel evolution having occurred in both 
Old and New Worlds, as species became adapted to 
similar environments in central Eurasia and central 
North America. A number of such cases of parallel
ism seem to be discernible. One striking instance 
is evidenced b.Y the great similarity of Boloria !. 
titania and ~. !. grandil; another b.Y the resem
blance of Lycaena ll. phlaeas to 1. ll. americIUla 
Harris; and still another b.Y the great similarity 
in Europe and North America of the more southvard 
subspecies of Vanessa atalanta and cardui and Blm
phalis antiopa. Many more such possibilities could 
be cited. 

Detailed studies comparing the Palaearctic and 
Nearctic butterflies are largely lacking. Such as 

exist are weakened b.Y our still great ignorance of 
the Nearctic forms. First we must have studies of 
these on a far more exhaustive and detailed scale 
than have been made. We do not yet know even the 
major subspecific patterns of the majority of our 
species. There must be far more thorough collecting, 
and large collections must be gotten together and be 
made available, on a scale h1.therto unknown, to the 
taxonomic specialist. And the specialist himself 
must change his vays and, instead of trying to caver 
all groups in a broad geographic field, must concen
trate his efforts on complete coverage of smaller 
taxonomic groups. 

If thls is done, there is some hope that in a fev 
generations we may come to know the Nearctic butter
flies as well as those of Europe are now known. Of 
course, the vital annectant area of Asia will very 
likely continue essentially unknown for much longer. 
Eventually, let us hope, studies like the present 
one (which is really but a superficial survey "con
ceived in ignorance and begotten in baste") may come 
to have real significance. 

IV. SUBSPECIATION IN EUROPEAN LEPIDOPTERA 

by Bryan p. Beirne 
Systematic Entomology, Division of Entomology 

Ot tava, Canada 

In a paper of this length it is possible to dis
cuss only briefly and in very general terms a few of 
the many aspects of subspeciation in the European 
Lepidoptera. In Europe, most subspecies have de
veloped in populations that were isolated from other 
populations of the same species b.Y the great clima
tic and vegetational changes that took place during 
and since the Ice Age. Conditions appear to have 
been more conducive to the isolation of such popu
lations in Europe than in North America. The pri
mary reason for this is that in Europe the chief 
mountain ranges - the Alps and the Pyrenees - run 
east and west. They, and the ice sheets that devel
oped en them, formed a berrier that prevented popu
lations of some speCies from retreating southvard 
from north-central Europe as the main ice sheets ad
vanced from the north and as the climate deteriorat
ed. These populations, being cut orf from the main 
populations of the same species that survived in 
Europe south of the glaciated areas, were able to 
develop independently. In North America the chief 
mountain ranges run north and south, so that the 
Lepidoptera were able to retreat southward along or 
between them as the ice sheets advanced from the 
north, and, in general, populations were not cut off 
to the same extent as in Europe. Because of the 
directions of the mountain ranges, too, the number 
of purely mountain species as compared with purely 
northern or northern and mountain species is pro
bably smaller in North America than in F.urope. 

During a glacial phase, Europe south of the main 
ice sheets and north of the Alps and the Pyrenees 

was inhabited by two main groups of species: first, 
species that had inhabited the northern regions and 
the mountains during the preceding temperate phase 
and that had been driven by the expanding ice sheets 
from those areas into north-central Europe; and, se
cond, species of which populations had inhabited 
central Europe during the preceding temperate phase 
and had been cut off from the main populations b.Y the 
development of the mountain ice sheets. 

In the species of the first group, subspecific 
variation has developed mainly since the chief ice 
sheets retreated. As they are species characteristic 
of cold climates, the climatic amelioration as the 
ice retreated was the main factor in dividing the 
range of each into small populations that could de
velop independently of each other. Some retreated 
into the mountains, where many of them beoame divid
ed into small populations, each on a different moun
tain or group of mountains. The independent devel
opment of such populations is particularly striking 
in~. ~ tyndarus Esp., for eXl!Jllple, has 
bad some 15 described subspecies in the mountains of 
central Europe. Other species retreated into north
ern Europe. On the whole, these did not develop 
subspecies to the same degree as in the mountains. 
The main reason for this is that habitats ecologi
cally suitable to them extend more or less continu
ously over large areas in the north, so that the 
species' ranges are not divided up into isolated pa
pulations as in the mountains. Some species re
treated both into the mountains and into northern 
Europe. These are the species that now have the 
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so-called boreo-alpine or arctie-alpine types of 
distribution. Some of them developed subspecies in
dependently in both regions. Erebia medusa Schiff. 
and Dennis, for example, is represented by one sub
species in northern Europe and b,y at least nine 
others in the mountains of central Europe. 

The populations of species characteristic of 
temperate climates that were cut off from the main 
populations of the same species in north-central 
Europe during glacial phases developed independently 
during their periods of isolation. As the ice 
sheets advanced and the climate deteriorated, they 
were faced with three possibilities: they might die 
out completely in north-central Europe; they might 
adapt themselves for life under the new conditions; 
or they might become confined to those parts of the 
ice-free area where ecological conditions favorable 
to them still existed. Most populations probably 
were forced to take the first course; naturally, the 
identities of such species concerned unknown. 

There is evidence that some populations changed 
their habits to survive. A number of species are 
each represented by two races in Europe, one having 
a wide and more or less continuous distribution, in
habiting woodlands or grasslands, and feeding on 
woodland or grassland plants, and the other having 
a boreo-nlpine type of distribution and occurring 
also in the northern and western parts of the Brit
ish Isles, inhabiting heaths and moorlands, and 
feeding on heath and moorland plants. In each case, 
the latter probably represents a population of the 
species that was cut off in north-central Europe 
during a glacial phase, became adapted for life in 
the cold climates and among the heath and moorland 
vegetation that must have covered much of that re
glon, and then retreated to the areas where such 
conditions existed when the ice sheets retreated and 
the climate became warmer. While they were retreat
ing northwards and into the mountains, the other ra
ces of the same species that had survived in Europe 
south of the glaciated areas with unchanged habite 
spread over central Europe. At present the distri
butions of the two races of the one species orten 
meet or overlap; but in most instances apparently 
little or no interbreeding occurs, as they are iso
lated from each other by the habitat differences. 
In some instances, they are also isolated b,y differ
ences in the times of appearance of the adults, as 
in Hydriomena furcata Thunb., whose moorland race 
appears about a month before the woodland race. 
Some of the moorland races differ morphologlcally 
from other races of the same species and on morpho
logical grounds are regarded as good subspecies; 
others differ but slightly and not constantly. In 
the preceding, the term "race" is used for conven
ience. It would be perhaps more correct to consider 
the moorland races as distinct speCies, at least in 
some instances. 

Most of the populations that survived a glacial 
phase in north-central Europe did so b,y becoming 
confined to those areas where ecological conditions 
favorable to them still existed. The chief area of 
refuge for ma~ of the species appears to have been 
land between the present south coasts of the British 
Isles and the north coast of France. This area was 
land at that time because of the lowering of the 

sea level that took place during glacial phases as a 
result of the locking-up of great quantities of water 
in the ice sheets. The climate there was less cold 
than elsewhere because of the proximity of the ocean, 
as well as because of the distance of that region 
from the ice sheets and its low altitude. While 
they were isolated there or in adjacent ice-free re
gions, populations of many species developed subsp8-
cific characters. When the ice retreated and the 
climate gradually became warmer, these populations 
spread out frCXll their areas of refuge. At the same 
time, other populations of the same species, which 
had survived in Europe south of the glaciated areas, 
spread northwards and westwards. Eventually the 
ranges of the two subspecies of each species met. 
Interbreeding then took place as, unlike the moor
land races described above, in most instances the 
two were not isolated from each other ecologically. 
The invaders from the south usually overwhelmed the 
descendants of the relict populations, and the lat
ter now survive only in geographically isolated re
gions into which the former were unable to spread in 
any numbers. In some instances, the invaders from 
the south did not reach western Europe until after 
the British Isles had become separated from the Eu
ropean mainland b.r the sea. These species are now 
represented throughout the British Isles by descen
dants of the relict populations. ~ prasinana 
subsp. britannica Warren is an example. In other 
instanoes the new invaders reached Great Britain but 
not Ireland or the islands of Sootland, so that the 
species are represented by descendants of the relict 
population in the latter areas but not in Great Brit
ain. The satyrid butterfly, Maniola 'urtina L., is 
an example, its relict population being represented 
by the Irish subspecies lernes Graves, the Hebridean 
subspecies cwlendida B.-White, and ScUly Isles sub
species cassiteridum Graves. That the two subspe
cies of the one species are interbreeding where 
their ranges meet on the one land is shown b.r the 
relatively narrow zone of intergrading between the 
two in such oases. For example, intermediates be
tween Aricia agestis subsp. agestis Schiff. and 
artaxerxes Fab. are found where the ranges of the 
two Blues meet in parts of western Scotland. 

Apparently some relict populations were forced 
to become inhabitants of the sea coasts to survive a 
glacial phase in the region of the British Isles, 
and have retained their maritime habits to the pre
sent day. other populations of the same species, 
besides usually differing morphologically, inhabit 
inland localities on the European mainland, many of 
them being characteristically mountain species. ~
~ andalusica Staude is an example. However, as 
there is at present no known definite instance 
where the ranges of the two populations of such spe
cies meet or overlap, it is not possible to state 
whether or not they are ecologically and reproduc
tively isolated from each other, and therefore who
ther or not they should be regarded as subspecies or 
as distinct species. It is possible that eases par
allel to these may occur on the coasts of North Am
erica. Investigation of this is desirable as it 
might throw more light on the origin and status of 
such subspecies. 
rhis-i; Co~t;ibuti~n-N~.2785: Di;.-of Ent~oloir:
Science Service, Dept. of Agriculture, ottawa, Ca
nada. The author is Agricultural Research Officer. 
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V. SUBSPECIATION IN THE MICROLEPlOOPTERA 

b,. Eugene Munroe 
Systematic Entomology, Division of Entomology 

Ottawa, Canada 

It is wel1 known that in such groups of animals 
as birds, mammals, and butterflies the patterns of 
speciation are largely geographic, and that we can 
demonstrate every transition from minor geographic 
differentiation within a single species to the 
broadest cleavage between geographically represen
tative species or even species ~oups. Such au
thors as Rothschild and Jordan (1903) and Ma,-r 
(1942) have emphasized the significance of geogra
phic speciation, and there is no doubt that this 
process has been of dominating importance in the 
evolution of the higher Lepidoptera. MY own work 
on West Indian butterflies has, for example, led me 
to adopt hypotheses that closel,. resemble those 
Ma,-r has advanced to explain the distributions of 
South Pacific birds. 

In such groups of microlepidoptera as the P,rra
lidae, similar patterns are easily discovered. 
Contrasting the European with the American fauna, 
we see in some cases a simple subspecies difference, 
as in Crambus hortuel1us (Hbn.) or Pyrausta ~ 
~ (Strom.). In other instances there is a spe
cies difference, as between Crambus dumetellus 
(Hbn.) and Q. rybigalis Gn. In still more extreme 
cases a species group in Europe appears to repre
sent a species group of North America, for instance, 
the PYraUSta ~ (D. and S.)-purpuralis (L.) 
group of Europe as opposed to the f. ochosa11s 
pyar-generoJa (G. and R.)-tuolumnalis B. and McD. 
group of America. On the other hand, some species 
of P,yralidae do not differ appreciably from North 
America to Europe. Examples of this kind increase 
in numbers in higher northerly latitudes: we may 
cite Scoparia centuriella (D. and S.) or Udea in
gulnatalis (Zell.). 

Subspeciation may of course also occur in a 
much smaller field. Thus Pyrausta unifascialis 
(Pack.) has three subspecies, one in northeastern, 
one in northwestern, and one in southwestern North 
America. Puausta perrybralh (Pack.) also has 
three subspecies, one east of the Rockies, one in 
California, and one on Vancouver Island. Northern 
as against southern subspecies also commonly occur, 
and the dividing line may be Bi tuated at different 
latitudes: in Crambus alballus Clem. near the Ca
nadian-U.S.A. border, in Phlxctaenia extrical1s 
(Gn.) in the middle states, and in Polxgrammodes 
flavidali' (Gn.) in Florida. other, less typical, 
patterns are found in Pzrausta na\?8eal1s (lUst.), 
which appears to have one subspecies on the coast 
of California and another in the interior, and in 
Loxostege albiceralis (Grt.), which has one subspe
cies in the western United States and another in 
Florida. 

Geographicall,. representative pairs of species 
can also be found in North America, e.g., ~ 
lunulalis Hlst. in the eastern part of the conti
nent, and Q. luniferella in the west. Even more 
interesting are pairs or sets of species the dis
tributions of which suggest that they have until 

very recently been geographically representative. 
~ submedialis (Grt.) ranges from eastern Canada 
westward to the Rockies; on the Prairies its range 
overlaps that of the closely allied H. mustelinalis 
(Pack.), which, in turn, extends southward to south
ern California and Arizona, where it is sympatric 
with a third member of the canplex, H. luscitial1, 
(B. and McD.). This combination of ranges stronglY" 
suggests that the three species were originally geo
graphical1y vicariOUS, and that they have subsequent,. 
1,. become partially sympa tri c thraagh local exten
sions of range. Another interesting case is that of 
the pair Pyrausta ochosal1s Holl. and f. tuolumnalls 
B. and MoD. The first-named species ranges east and 
west across Canada from coast to cosst; the range of 
the second lies along the Cordillera, from Califor
nia to the Yukon and Northwest Territories, transec
ting the range of f. ochosalls at right angles. 

Thus, in the Pyralidae, as in the macrolepidop
tera, we see every stage in the cycle of geographic 
eubspeciation and speciation widely exemplified. 
Had we Bufficient knowledge of tropical insular fau
nas, there is no doubt that we could assemble far 
more impressive and convincing series than we can do 
in the relatively unfavourable environment of the 
temperate continents. There is certainly little 
doubt that geographic speciation has been of consid
erable importance in the evolution of the P,yralidae. 

Now, it i, worth noting that the Pyralidae stand, 
both phylogenetically and biologically, at a level 
intermediate between that of the macrolepidoptera 
and that of the true microlepidoptera. It is pos
sible that they occup'y a similar position in the 
field of speciation mechanics. 

The examination of a large collection of North 
American microlepidoptera shows one thing very strik
ingly. This is that, except in the P,yralidae, and in 
a few families such as Cossidae and Hepialidae that 
include individuals of large size, geographic varia
tion within species is, at least so far as can be de
termined b,y gross examination, almost negligible; 
this appears to be true also in important groups of 
the P,yral1dae. 

I am able to give a few examples of geographic 
variation in microlepidoptera argentialbana Wlshm., 
from the Prairies, with its larger and more heavily 
maculated subspecies britana McD. in British Colum
bia; Epinotia hopkinsana Krt., from British ColUllbia, 
with its subspecies cupressi Heinr. from California. 
A somewhat different case is that of the well-known 
Archips P2rsic;w, which in western North America 
has what appears to be a dimorphic form, in which 
the costal spot, normally triangular and contrast
ingly whi te, is reduced to a narrow, almost conco
lorous quadrangle. I repeat, however, that these 
few examples have been selected, after considerable 
search, fran among a great mass of species that show 
no evident geographic variation. 
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Not only do most species of microlepidoptera 
lack obvious geographical variation, but they also 
bave another interesting group characteristic: 
they are in a very large part monophagous or nar
rowly oligopbagous. This introduces a further gen
eralization: whereas in many groups of animals very 
closely related species tend to be allopatric, in 
the microlepidoptera this does not se8m to be the 
case, but instead closely related species tend to 
be sympatric, being distinguished primarily by dif
ferent host plant preferences. We do not have 
enough definite information for the assembly of 
statistics, but certainly the host-plant species 
pattern is dominant in a wide range of groups, of 
which I may mention as examples Acrobasis, Coleo
phora, Lithocolletis, Nepticula, and the Aegeri
idae, among many others. 

Examining this tendency in detail, we find that 
soae specific examples have been well investigated. 
The work of Thorpe (1929) showed the existence of 
at least two morphologically similar, but biologi
cally distinct, forms of the European Hyponomeuta 
padella L. These differ in food plant require
ments, and behave in mating and oviposition as dis
crete populations. Although Thorpe, impressed by 
the morphological similarity of the apple-feeding 
and hawthorn-feeding populations, classed them as 
"biological races" of the single species H. ~-
11, the evidence that he presents leaves no doubt 
that they are in reality distinct speci.es in the 
Dobzhanskian or functional sense. Somewhat more 
subtle problems are suggested by Thorpe's remarks 
on some of the other members of the H. padella cce
plex. 

A more difficult situation certainly exists in 
the budworms of the genus Choristoneura. As Free
man (1947) has noted, there are in eastern Canada 
two speoies of this genus which are barely distin
guishable on morphological characters, but which 
differ sharply in seasonal periodicity and also in 
their food plants, one being the notorious spruce 
budworm, the other being a pest of jack-pine. So 
far the situation does not differ greatly from that 
found by Thorpe in !iypon9lDeuta. In Brl.tish Colum
bia, however, there exists a population that ap
pears to be intermediate in morphological charac
ters between the spruoe and jaok-pine budworms of 
the east; this intermediate population has been re
ported from spruoe, pine, and Douglas fir. 

Even finer degrees of differenoe have been in
vestigated in the oodling moth, CarpocaP!!8 pomonel
h (L.). It is well known that in California, 
southern Europe, and elsewhere, the codling moth 
attacks not only apples and other fruits, but also 
walnuts. In California, this habit is believed to 
have been adopted by the species at a time subse
quent to the establishment of the inseot there as a 
pest of apples. Accordingly the possibility has 
been investigated that two genetically distinct and 
perhaps reproductively isolated populations of the 
codling moth exist in California. The results of 
such investigations have up to the present time 
been equivocal or negative (Bo,rce, 1935; Smith, 
1941, Basinger and Smith, 1946). A more interest
ing case was, however, reported by Armstrong (1946). 
This - the apparently local origin of a univoltine 

strain of Q. pomonella in an isolated pear orchard -
illustrates very well how microgeographic differen
tiation, aided Q1 a tendence to host speCificity, 
may play a part in the evolution of microlepidoptera. 

In the microlepidoptera, then, we have a rever
sal of the geographic speciation pattern that is so 
evident in such groups as the macrolepidoptera, the 
mammals, or the birds. With our present knowledge 
we cannot say that the different pattern is the re
sult of a different mechanism of speciation; but 
this possibility certainly ought to be investigated. 
To try to anticipate the results of such an investi
gation would be premature, and I have no wi~h to do 
so. I should like, however, to mention one or two 
points that may have a bearing on the mat-ter. 

This pattern of sibling species, apparently iso
lated Q1 host preferences, is Q1 no means confined 
to the microlepidoptera, but on the contrary appears 
in a wide variety of groups, among which I may men
tion the Chrysomelidae and other phytophagous Cole
optera, and the varlous phyla of parasitic helminths. 
The thing that all these groups have in common is 
that many of their species exhibit a narrow and 
rigid host speCificity, which is only under excep
tional circumstances broken down. Experimental stu
dies have shown that transfer from a normal to an 
abnormal host is usually accomplished only in the 
face of a serious selective disadvantage; the typi
cal course of events is for a high initial mortality 
to be followed Q1 the establishment of progeny of 
the few survivors, as a strain adapted to the new 
conditions. No doubt adaptive change might proceed 
rapidly in the new and strange environment, and 
within a few generations it might become hard to 
make the transition back to the original host. If 
the odds against establishment on a new host are 
fairly high, this provides the basis for a mechanism 
thst would isolate trom the parent stock any strain 
that does succeed in making the change. 

Another theoretically possible basis for the 
sympatr1c development of host-specific strains is 
provided by the "host-selection principle" of Hop
kins (1916); and also Craighead (1921). The princi
ple postulates that the species chosen Q1 a female 
insect as a host for oviposition is in some cases 
determined by the identity of the host on which that 
female fed in the early part of her life. The ex
tent and regularity of the application of this prin
ciple have yet to be investigated. If its validity 
should ba established, however, Hopkins' principle 
would constitute a second potential isolating mech
anism between strains of a species on different host 
plants. 

Yet a third possibility is that of a sort of 
micro-geographic differentiation, such as was sus
pected by Armstrong in the case of the pear-orchard 
strain of the codling moth, mentioned above. Some 
combination of these processes, perhaps with the ad
dition of others whose existence is not yet suspect
ed, may suffice to explain the speciation patterns of 
the microlepidoptera and similar groups. 

Certainly, whatever the eventual oonclusion may 
be, the possibility of speciation governed pri1ll8rily 
Q1 host-plant isolation deserves attention. Nor 
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should the evolutionary patterns of the microlepi
doptera be studied as though they were the anoma
lies of some obscure and insignificant group: there 
are more species of micro1epidoptera recognized in 
North America than there are subspecies of birds 
and mammals combined; and there is no reason to 
suspect that the proportion will prove atypical 
when our knowledge is extended to the world fauna. 
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VI. THE SUBSPECIATION OF SPEYERIA ATLANTIS 

by L. Paul Grey 
Lincoln, Maine 

[The S;ymposium paper on the subspeciation of 
Spexerta atlantis (Edw.) was presented with the aid 
of illustrative Kodachrome slides showing examples 
of the more distinctive geographic races and inter
mediates. Bereft of extensive illustration a some
what different approach becomes necessary in pre
paring a report for ~ readers.] 

The tangled skein one has to deal with in stu
dying and discussing a widely dispersed and tremen
dously variable species like atlantis is a matter 
which does not lend itself readily to purely verbal 
illumination, unless the reader himself can supply 
an acquaintance vith the material and the problems. 
However, since so little is available in the liter
ature to summarize what appear to be significant 
intergradations within the Spe:yeria complex, a S1.UJl

mary of the continental gradients of atlantis may 
be of interest to some, if not wholly lucid to the 
187 reader. Statements as to "what", "where, "in 
what direction", and (incautiously, perhaps) oc
casionally a "w~" and "how" are given below, re
presenting my personal conclusions regarding what 
atlantis is and what it does in North America. 

One might say first that this problem is indeed 
an ecogeographic one; for, unfortunately, the only 
known structural characters which are helpful in 
delimiting this species (uncus of male genitalia 
tapers gently to a ventrad-curved claw without pro
nounced ventral excavation in the lateral outline; 
female bursa simple, long ovoid, not compound) fail 
to separate atlantis from its closest relatives. 
By genitalic grouping atlantis falls in the callippe 

aeries which also includes :e;:nl (Bdv.), coronis 
(Behr,J, W.!1J. (Behr.), bydaape Bdv.) and momma 
(Bdv.). [The species edwardsii (Reak.) falls here, 
also, but is distinct ~ reason of the abnormally 
lengthened superior valve process. One might pry 
off mormonia, too, because of the delicacy of the 
male venation: this last character ia minor and yet 
it is tangible, ranking as a good morphological fea
ture.] But even if the student learns to use these 
helpful structural differences, it is discouraging 
to have to admit that being left with atlantis, w
llm22 (Bdv.) , ~, coronia, egleis and hYdaspe 
ends the key with the major difficulties in Spenria 
still unresolved. Inrormed naturaliats know that 
these species occur with intricate overlapping at 
the same flower heads while maintaining everywhere a 
discrete existence in nature in gradients recogniza
bly different from each other, so the matter of de
fining the valid species becomes one of following 
these gradients here, there, and everywhere they go, 
seeing now this species, now that, varying here gen
tly, there abruptly, dependent upon geograp~ and 
accompanying ecology. And so, to know species in 
Spe:yeria one must learn both their local limitations 
of individual variation within colonies and also 
their continental aspects of distribution and fluc
tuation from this race to that, with all that is 
there~ implied of the necessity to have good geo
graphic coverage so as to be able to see the inter
gradations between regionally distInct subspecies. 

Quite fortunately, atlantis is classically and 
nymotypically from the East, where it can have co
existence only with the species of the distinctive 
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selllJloYSYChe complex [cybele (Fa b.) , !!l2hrodi te 
(Fab. , and diana (Cram.)] and with the gaudy and 
altogether unique idalia (Drury). So, we can start 
with something that is beyond all doubt a valid 
species, and we find in eastern material a clue to 
further delimitation, namely, an ecologi~~l pecu
liarity: this species is partial only to the Cana
dian Zone, being abundant in a continuous geogra
phic sense only in northern New England and Canada, 
while becoming discontinuous along the Appalachian 
"islands" southerly to Virginia. 

The collector with abundant material finds that 
eastern atlantis varies considerably more that is 
generally known. Since the eastern series has ab
solute characters to separate it from sympatrie 
congeners the variation can be studied as an index 
of the amount of color fluctuation to expect for a 
given amount of ecogeographic differentiation. 
That is to say, in the East, Canadian Zone condi
tions are rather monotonously similar from Virginia 
to Labrador and from Cape Breton to eastern Manito
ba if judged by the standards one has to use in the 
West where, in a day's drive, ecologic contrasts 
(greater than anything known in this huge Eastern 
territory) ranging from Sonoran to Alpine may be 
encountered. Of course there are considerable lo
cal differences in the East, and yet we have no 
really severe natural barriers nor abru?t discon
tinuities. Thus, from the viewpoint of "gene flow" 
it is not surprising to find that eastern atlantis 
is more remarkable for similarities than for dif
ferences. There is a gradient ("cline") northerly 
toward brilliancy of silver and increased melanism, 
along with diminution in size. The Newfoundland 
material shows some constant differences [canaden
sis (dos Passos)]; the Shick-Shock (Quebec) colo
nies are perhapa recognizable as a minor strain; 
Labrador, Quebec, Ontario, and central Canadian lo
calities support considerable local discal melanism 
[hollandi (Ch. and Ch.)] but these are not sharply 
different races. 

There are four characters by which eastern ~ 
lantis may be seen as a rather homogeneous popula
tion with geographic opportunities for genetic in
terchlmge so that "wild" mutations have been sifted 
out and kept within bounds by selection operating 
under similar conditions. These characters are: 
(1) constancy of silver: no unsilvered Eastern in
dividuals are known; (2) constancy of dark wing
borders above, heavy and fairly solidly black; (3) 
relatively narrow limits of variation of the band 
in the secondaries below, with no outstanding 
changes in color or encroachment of suffusion; (4) 
fairly stable coloration of the disk of the secon
daries below, this being notoriously variable in 
the genus: in eastern atlantis the disk does not 
vary extensively and can be described quite briefly 
under only three "lines of departure", these being 
toward a reddish brown, a blackish brown, and an 
olivaceous overcast. 

It has been known for many years that certain 
individual Colorado specimens looked so exactly 
like Appalachian individuals of atlantis that no
body, not even the most expert, could tell them 
apart except on the basis of the locality labels. 
In this generation a combination of events has lead 

us to accept the idea that atlantis does indeed oc
eur in Colorado. Since this is a crucial point 
(once W8 have a beachhead in Colorado the variation 
in and lead!ng out of that state gives us the keys 
to the continent, so to speak), further elaboration 
is in order. The principal stumbling-block is that 
in this western state the web of variation fanning 
out from the atlantis-like types leads in final pha
ses to insects a world removed from anything ever 
seen in tho East, from brilliant silver to no silver 
at all, from wide, pale bands to wholly suffused se
condaries, from light bright reddish to dark brown 
and to sordid dark brick-colored disks, from heavy 
dark borders above to borders with scarcely any suf
~~sion in the interspace between marginal lines. 

The first requisite to understanding these ap
palling variations, material taken in quantity from 
a large number of spot localities, has only been 
available in recent years, and at the same time the 
factual background for a philosophy to rationalize 
these differences has been slow in building up 
through the synthesis of recent studies in genetics, 
ecology, and systematics. In Colorado, and in the 
other Mountain States where variation in Speyeria is 
greatest, there is a huge area of Canadian Zone "is
lands" chopped up b.1 a multitude of barriers of var
ious strengths. Here, the potentialities for dis
persal of atlantis are limited not only by its zonal 
preference but also by its peculiar "stay-at-home" 
habits which many students have remarked upon. Al
though a robust butterfly and of vigorous flight it 
does not stray around in anything like the manner in 
which the vanes sid butterflies, for example, are 
known to do. This whole region is ideal for the 
development of local divergences in a butterfly with 
this sort of behavior. At the same time the isola
tions are rendered imperfect because the barriers 
are not so severe but that we may allow for occa
sional windblown strays and accidentals. These in
truders no doubt act as distributors of the small 
mutations constantly being fixed by selection pres
sure in the various partially isolated strains. 
Thus we have it that the "pot is kept boiling", and 
boil it does, as the SpeYeria student is well aware. 
This is not a complete explanation of the "why" but 
it is a simplified rationalization which seems to 
stand the test of examination from various angles. 
For example, as atlantis is followed out into re
gions where ecology and geography differ b.r giving 
fairly complete or absolutely complete isolation or 
to extensive areas where conditions of environment 
are everywhere similar, there is a sharp drop in the 
extent of variation displayed by the material. This 
suggests that when left severely alone the western 
populations thus isolated settle down to a fixity of 
type comparable to that achieved by the Appalachian 
spur. 

For whatever the reasons, it can be shown that 
from spot locaH ties 1.n Colorado series of atlantis 
give all intermediates between the various "forms", 
with, for example, full intergradation through sil
ver to no silver, wide bands to suffused bands, 
brown disks to brick-colored disks, and so on. And 
when, as in the Front Range, we trace these combina
tions leading through electa (Edw.) into hesperis 
(Edw.), or, as in the Grand Mesa area, frOIll ~ 
through to !l1lU.!.!! (Ehr.), or to var! cus unnamed ex-
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tremes t we are establishing the relationship of an 
"atlantis" color form to color forms significantly 
different, from which we can "step again" even far
ther as we tour the West. 

In going Southwest, through southwestern Colo
rado into New Mexico and Arizona, we find the mat
erial varying away from the dark Front Range (~
~) strains, encountering reddish, light-colored 
brilliantly silvered phases (nikias). We cannot 
expect a perfect linear gradient. Occasionally a 
nikias crops up far to the north in a population 
predominantly of the hesperia type, with the con
verse being true t also. We find, dependent on 
where we collect in and around the melting-pot 
area: (1) regionally typical color forms within 
which other phases occur sporadically; (2) a rough 
balance betveen tvo dissimilar types; and (3) con
tinuous c1inal variation from Alpha through Omega. 
From a situation of this sort the systematist re
treats as gracefully as possible and is happy to 
let the geneticists take over. 

With dorothea Moeck in the Sandia Mountains of 
New Mexico ve first encounter the consequences of 
the geography as the Canadian Zone "islands" become 
wider separated with increasingly severe barriers. 
Down the San Juans, Sangre de Cristos t and other 
southerly reaching spurs of the Colorado Rockies, 
variation progresses but carries some genes from 
the north. The race dorothea strikes the eye with 
the impression that here there is but little con
tact with the things which have gone before. In
stead t although dorothea is a "something" in its 
own right, we can in selected individuals match 
(fairly well although not absolutely) the other 
"something" in Arizona which collectors know as 
nausicaa (Edw.)t and of the Colorado types can 
match only selected southern Sangre de Cristos l!i
kias. No hesperis of "atlantis" are seen; this 
transition took place farther up the line. Typi
cally, the gausicaa down at the end of this gradi
ent are distinctive t with bold reddish color above 
(matched in dorothea), large size (also matched in 
selected dorothea) a slightly more falcate male 
primary and a secondary disk sprtnkled with an 
overlay of violaceous scalingt and are notably free 
of extremes of variation (although one specimen is 
known, data beyond suspicion, to show that even as 
far away as in Arizona the "atlantis"-like colora
tion has not been completely submerged). 

A further indication that nausicaa affiliates 
with atlantis is seen in the Grand Canyon area sub
species schellbachi Garth, recently named. This is 
intermediate from gausicaa to chitone (Edw.), the 
latter being a southern Utah washed-out version of 
hesperis with quite evident relationship back to 
the Colorado storm center. It is probable that the 
Southwest still holds some secrets, but the mater
ial now available from scattered colonies tells us 
a story of isolated microsubspecies through ~hich 
gausicaa of Arizona anchors firmly to a gradient 
stemming from Colorado atlantis. A lot could be 
said here which must be omitted for reasons of 
space. Let it suffice that my personal feeling is 
that these isolated Southwestern "abnormalities" 

are exactly what we might expect from considerations 
of past and present geographic history, ecology, and 
genetic theory. Probably much of the subspeciation 
in Speyeria as we know it today has come about in 
the past ten thousand years consequent upon the last 
glacial retreat and the climatic readjustments in 
its wake. 

Leaving the Southwest, and before picking up an
other major line of dispersal from the Colorado cen
ter, it is perhaps best to dismiss a few "dead ends". 
The ma terial from the Nebraska canyons is similar to 
hesperis and ends against the barrier of the Plains. 
The South Dakota Black Hills, isolated as they are 
b.r bad lands, have a population similar to hesperis t 
but in series fairly distinct. Here agalnt as in 
Colorado, eastern-type individuals occur as rarities 
in colonies overwhelmingly Western in facies. This 
happens over a surprisingly large area t from New 
Mexi.co to Idaho t and if we try to make a separate 
species out of it it certainly doss not accord with 
the ~ay argynnid species vary, skulking along with 
various dissimilar races allover the map. This 
Appalachian phase is common is some parts of Colora
dOt but in some places it is very rare and at the 
same time very different from the associated "~ 
tis" variation. It would seem that the most plaus
ible explanation is a genetic one t i.e., that the 
particular combination ~hich we term "atlantis" now 
and agdn breaks through the odds bullt up against 
its appearance in the various partially separately 
evolved gene-systems of Western strains. In any 
event, the Black Hills seriest even wtth the tell
tale Eastern phases removed, still show excellent 
relationships back to the Colorado series. 

The Plateau and Great Basin gradier..t ~est from 
Colorado works away from hesperis t varying princi
pally toward pallidity. The changes in Utah are not 
radical; affinities are obvious. In Nevada the main
traveled highways cross the ranges in passes too low 
for atlantis. It is very likely that if these rang
es can be tapped at the 9-10,000 ft. elevations we 
will come into knowledge of something new and 
strange. Certainly the ultimate, far beyond what 
one could reasonably expect even in Speyeria is 
achieved in the East Humboldt and Rub,r Ranges in the 
astonishing race recently named atlantis ~ b.r 
Moeck. Here is a population with very little left 
to show its tie back to mother atlantis. Now and 
again one finds a specimen brown enough try match 
Utah material t by selecting the most pallid individ
uals. The average is unbelievably pallid t resemb
ling Utah 2. zerene platina (Skin.). [We must keep 
our species and races in mind and remember that b.r 
the time zerene platina gets out in the Rubies it is 
yclept zerene ~ dos p. and Grey and is analo
gously pallid t is in fact, in this same locality 
with ~ the absurdly extreme end of the ~ 
possibilities, tn just the same fashion that atlan
!1§ here goes off the deep end toward unrecogniza
bility.J It is probable that correlation between 
variability and degree of isolation, the "Sewell 
Wright effect" of "drift" in small populations t is 
here as well demonstrated as one could rightfully 
expect. 
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starting anew from Colorado and skirting west 
of the Divide toward the Northwest, we can follow 
another long and interesting gradient. Taking a 
sample from the Teton Mountains in Wyoming we find 
that we can match selected Colorado and Wyoming in
dividuals but that the drift is away on a fresh 
slant. Sampling again in the Targhee National For
est region of Idaho, it will be found that it is 
easy to match the Teton Mountain individuals but 
increasingly difficult to find a good "hesperis" in 
what is still rather wide variability. And, . again, 
at the other extreme of the Targhee gradient it is 
not difficult to pick out specimens which we meet 
as a predominating type in the Sawtooth Mts. And 
once we are in the Idaho Sawtooths our catch is un
mistakably sicklied oler with the aspect which in 
Oregon we call dodgei (Gund.) and which when we 
find it in the Sierra Mts. of California, only a 
trifle lighter and redder, we recognize instantly 
as the classical ~ (BdV.). Yes, it is a long 
jump from 1rene to hesperis, and the end products 
are different appearing insects. Also, along the 
way, the variation is simmering down and achieves 
in the end a fairly constant type in the Sierras 
from which the wild mutants have been weeded out, 
just as has happened in the Appalachians and in the 
Far Southwest. The thing in the Tetons, recogniz
ably different from hesperis (generally unsilvered, 
much band suffusion) the student will see relates 
to hesperis by reason of the outcrop of numerous 
"Colorado-like" forms at one end of the gradient. 
The other end of this tetonia dos p. and Grey gra
dient ties in similarly with the eastern Idaho var
iation. Once we get to !i21! dos p. and Grey in 
the Sawtooths, as has been said, it takes no skill
ed eye to see where we are being led. 

Since we first called attention to the inter
gradation from hesperis to nausicaa and from ~
peris to ~, a few years ago, students have been 
quick to see and admit that however these spectacu
lar Southwestern and Northwestern divergences may 
wear their hue with a geographical difference, 
their ties back to mother atlantis are really excel
lent. It is when we turn northward on the last lap 
to gather up the last major dispersal, that the 
plot really thickens and we may find some students 
unwilling to go along with our ideas. Here, taking 
the end products, we find the horrible situation 
that in the Manitoba Riding Mountain area there is 
a very light and rather small extreme of the prai
rie 1!!! (Edw.) and that we propose fttting this 
dennisi (Gund.), so-called, into our motley array 
stemming from hesperis. Also, to make it really 
interesting, along with this dennisi in the Riding 
Mountains, partly distinct in ecology but overlap
ping at the same flower heads we meet again with 
eastern ~~~ in the dark phase hollandi! How 
can we accoun~ for this? 

Let us turn west from Manitoba, sampling the 
prairie ~ as ~e go, finding them a trifle larger 
and darker in Saskatchewan, still darker in Alber
ta. But see what happens when we hit the Rockies 
and again at the northern prairie fringes and in 
general whenever we get to a fringe of the exten
sive 1ais population: the ~ elements stay with 
us, in occasional specimens, but we are being de
luged with forms which look intermediate toward ~ 

lantts and no'll and agatn with specimens which could 
have been taken in the Catskill Mts. This story is 
altogether too long to tell in detail here and we 
still do not have enough material to be sure of our 
facts. The problem of understanding which distinct 
strains we have funneling into and around the peri
phery of the Canadian prairies will keep us busy for 
another generation at least. Where do they hybridize, 
where do they keep distinct, what are the mechanisms 
at work? A look at the map should convince one that 
there is a lot of geography involved and a thought 
about genetic processes makes us realize the complex
ity we recognize but cannot yet describe with confi
dence. We see too many hints of overlap, which cry 
too loudly to be ignored. One thi ng does stand out 
rather clearly, that the variation in northern Monta
na and on to the Banff region in Alberta suggests 
very definitely a gradient from hesperis to lais, 
one which no fair-minded observer with extensive 
material could deny. It looks as though the lais of 
the prairies was an end-product in a speci.alized 
type of Canadian Zone in which hesperis mutated as 
it came up behind the glacial recession. Perhaps it 
practiced with a bit of pre-adaptation in camas 
prairie pockets along the way, as suggested in the 
intermediate Montana series. 

But how can we explain away the coexistence of 
dennisi with hollandi in Manitoba; can we have two 
subspecies in one place? Certainly the rather ex
tensive material studied from the Riding Mountains 
suggests that hybridization does not occur between 
these forms, so far as we can guess from dried mat
erial. It would be but one more in a long and ever
growing list of known "ring distributions" if we 
conclude that the Appalachian spur, isolated by the 
warming of the Mississippi Valley from the Rocky 
Mountain stem, has worked north and west to this re
union with its kindred. These kindred have apparent
J;r s!mUarly followed north and east, where Canadian 
Zone has become established and where recent separa
ting water-barriers have dried away to permit this 
meeting of end-products from East and West. Appa
rently the genic build-up has gone to the point 
where the twain will not now mingle although 
through long series of intermediates, going back to 
the Appalachians and back to the Colorado Rockies, 
we can end up with individuals inseparable to the 
eye. 

Of course, we are finding out things all the 
time which may shed light on our troubles. The 
light prairie l!1! type goes down the Columbian Pla
teau into Idaho, where from Genesee we have series 
similar to dennisi not too many miles away from 
mountains where viola is a subspecies in another di
mension, so to speak. And again, Hopfinger, at low
er elevations in the Cascades, not a long distance 
from ~ country, turns up individuals remini
scent of Colorado hesperia (!) and occasionally one 
light enough to match Canadian~. It ia ques
tionable if these "lais" colonies would hybridize 
with the ~-!12!! mountain cline, even if geo
graphy and ecologic preferenoe would permit, which 
in this case they do not. Students of North Ameri
can butterflies are juat beginning to realize how 
irreversibly and how far along the path towsrd a 
separate evolution the subspecies of po1ytypic ~ 
can drift with the aid of isolation and resultant 

•. .,J 
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slight changes in genetic constitution. 

For the facts as we know them now, Occam's ra zor 
seems to be our best interpreter, cutting through to 
accept the simplest explanation consonant with our 
material and with the geography. We do find a wel
ter of variation wherever barriers are sharp and yet 
not severe enough to prevent their being breached 
orten by strays, and we find that from a Cordilleran 
center where variation is greatest we lead out to 
divergences and end-products which have little con
spicuously in common with "atlantis". So, this but
terfly shows us both the results of intermingling 

strains and of divergency. But the assumption that 
this is a continental species is a simple one and 
seems to cover the field, allowing for everything. 
If we find that the simple premise leads to elabor
ate conclusions, or even to spectacular things like 
ring distributions, it may be because the story of 
subspeciatlon is intricate and wonderful in many w~s 
which the earlier workers never suspected. Neverthe
less, the III!lterial we have is so varied, and is at 
the same time so intermeshed, that it seems presump
tious to suppose that future explorations will have 
nothing to add in the wy of novelties, intermedi
ates, and modified theories. 

w 
AN APPARATUS F<R INCUBATING LEPIDOPl'EROUS LARVAE OR PUPAE IN NUTRITION AND ENVIRONMENT TESTS 

by P .H.H. Gray 
MacDonald College 

Quebec, Canada 

The follOwing description of apparatus applies 
to incubating pupae of Papilio ajax L. (= polmnes 
Fab.) • It can also be used for rearing larvae. The 
parts referred to by number are shown in the diagram. 

Each pupa is detached from its place by cutting 
through the girdle and the cremastral silk and is 
placed in a 'hcnoeopathic phial' (1) measuring 1 3/4 
by 5/8 inches. Seven of these phials will occupy a 
Jar (2) of 6 auld ounces capacity, 4 inches high 
(outside) with mouth 1 1/2 inches diameter (inside). 
The phials should be inserted or removed by means of 
wide curved forceps. A narrow strip (3) of lath or 
pasteboard, 1/2 to 1 inch wide and 5 in.ches high, 
IllUst rest between the phials to give the emerging 
adults a rough surface to grip on their way uP. 

The jar is to be surrounded by wire gauze (f'ly
screen), rolled to make a cylinder (4) 3 inches in 
diameter and about 18 inches high; the cylinder is 
made to keep its shape with three elastic bands (5). 
At the top the cylinder should be ccnpressed to a 
diameter of a bout 2 1/2 inches t to support the loose 
lid of' a quart 'sealer' jar (6) so that it overlaps 
the wire. Each cylinder must be attached loosely by 
a broad paper band (7) held by thumb tacks to a board 
or the edge of a table, so that it oan be slid up and 
down, operations that IllUst be done to remove the Jar 
for recording from which pupa an adult has emerged. 

The butterfly climbs to the top. A cylinder of 
3 to 2 1/2 inches diameter is recommended for experi
ments with Papilio !.lU, wide enough to enable the 
wings to expand fully and narrow enough to discour
age fluttering. Chilling also discourages flutteri~ 

For rearing larvae, the jars have a wire gauze 
cover through which, qy eolargment of holes, plant 
stems are passed into water or solutions being test
ed. The plant should be pulled down from above by 
the stem into the cylinder, the lower 4 inches ot 
stem being free of side twigs so that it can pass 
through the gauze cover; pushing the plant upwards 
tears or bruises the succulent leaves and twigs. 

The following advantages may be claimed for this 
kind of' apparatus. Jars of these dimensions do not 
occupy IllUch space. They can be closed so that the 
pupae can be incubated under controlled relative hu
midities, or exposed to the influence of gases or 
volatile chemical compounds, or to different temper
atures; after the required intervals of time the Jars 
can be placed in the cylinders. For controlled hu
midities the operative fluids (1.&_, lOH solutions 
of known specific gravities) are placed in the jar; 
a platform of glass-wool or beads can be used to 
support the phials. One advantage of such an appar
atus for rearing larvae is that the frass falls to 
the gauze cover or to the base where it can easily 
be removed for analysis or any other purpose. 

~ 
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The entomology of Holland and Indonesia suffered 
a great loss with the tragic death of Prof. Dr. L.J. 
Toxopeus, who ws overrun and killed by a motor car 
in Bandung, Java, on 21 March 1951, 56 years of age. 

In him we lose one of our best entomologists, an 
eminent lepidopterist who ws an authority on the 
fauna and the zoogeography of Australasia, a speci
alist of Rhopalocera, especially of Lfcaenidae of 
that region, an unrivalled collector, the soul of 
the Entomological SOCiety in Indonesia, ~nd the au
thor of numerous publications on Lepidoptera. 

Lambertus Johannes Toxopeus was born on 8 Septem
ber 1894, in Toehan, Java, of Dutch parents. He stu
died biology at the University of Amsterdam. The 
studies of the zoogeography of the Malay Archipelago 
by the eminent Amsterdam zoologist, Prof. Max Weber, 
made a deep impression upon him and influenced the 
choice of his specialization: zoogeography of the 
Australasiatic region tested upon taxonomy and dis
tribution of Lepidoptera. Long before the taking ot 
his final degree he had already taken part in the 
Expedition to Boeroe (Moluccas) in 1921, as leader 
of the Zoological-Botanical section; his zoological 
collections provided material for a great number ot 
papers published in Traubia under the joint title 
"Fauna Buruana" running up till now. In 1923 he ws 
appointed teacher in Natural History at Amsterdaa. 
In 1930 he took his D.Sc. degree on a thesis titled 
"The Species as a Function of Place and Time tested 
upon Lfcaenidae of the Australasiatic Regionll ., a 
pioneering study in which he formulated the princi
ple of his species ~, at the present time re
cognized and adopted by several zoologists. Unfor
tunately, this study was published in ~tch, which 
is the reason that it remained little knO\iD. His 
ambition of later years was to revise and republish 
it in English, but the wr, his manifold interests, 
and his teaching prevented that. 

Subsequently Toxopeus - "Tox· to his friends -
went to Java in the S8.III8 year, and ws attached to 
several secondary schools, at Bandung, Batavia, and 
But tenzorg. His spare time ws entirely dedicated 
to zealous collecting and field observation during 
numberless trips in Jaya, Sumatra, and Celebes. 

In 1938 he was appointed by the Government of 
the Dutch East Indies leader ot the Dutoh group ot 
the Third Archbold Expedition to New Guinea 1938-39 
(also called the joint Netherland-Indian-Aaerican 
Expedi tioo). and collected insects in the Snow Moun
tain region for one year. These collections ot in
sects were enormous, unrivalled, the richest we ever 
saw; the enthusiam ot every specialist concerned 
wi th their study is unanimous; many decennia will be 
needed for the study of this material. Atter the 
expedi tion, Toxopeus was attached to the Zoological 
Museum at Buitenzorg for two years, in order to as
sist with preliminary study of these collections. 
Arter the Japanese invasion he was taken prisoner ot 
wr, and after the capitulation of Japan sent for 

• "De soort als functie van plaats en tijd, get
oetst aan de Iqcaenidae van het Australasiatisch 
gebied", 198 PP., 17 text figs., 4 plates, ed.H.J. 
Paris, Amsterdam, 1930. 

one year to Europe on a convalescence leave which he 
chiefly devoted to study and visits to entomological 
collections. Afterwards be was appointed Professor 
of Zoology at the Uni varsity of Indonesia at Ban
dung, where he taught till his death. He ws ohair
man ot the Entcaological Society in Indonesia, member 
of the Netherlands Entomological Society and since 
1948 ot the Lepidopterists' Society. 

Toxopeus was an unforgettable figure. Very tall 
and thin, he looked frail but possessed in fact most 
enviable energy and stamina. Great and highly in
fectious was his enthusiasm. It was a pleasure to 
speak to him of any matter or problem; one was al
wys certein to receive his f'ullest attention and 
sound advice. His entallological reading vas enor
mous, and his general knovledge ot entomology, geo
graphy, and history of collecting in South Asia, to
gether with his brilliant memory, brought him the 
niokname ot "walking cyclopaedia". So great vas his 
enthusiasm in collecting and unbemmed his interest 
for every group of Macrolepidoptera that for years 
he hardly took time to get dovn to publication of 
his knowledge. But in the later years more and more 
papers came from his hand, and great were his plans 
for the fUture. His lamented death interrupted his 
almost completed study of the Fapuan Dalias which 
he intended to read before the International Entomo
logical Congress in Amsterdam this SUIIIIler. He was 
the most scrupulous and the best collector we ever 
met. 

Alwys kind and good-humored, an excellent en
tertainer, he was greatly popular among his pupils, 
at high schools as well as at the University,amongst 
his colleagues and his very numerous friends. His 
so abrupt and tragic end leaves a gap which never 
can be tilled. Our sincere sympathy goes to his wife 
and seven children. 

A. Diakonott 

One of the best known British amateur lepidop
terists, HENRY JER<Ja: TURNER, died 19 Deoember 1950. 
He was born 27 August 1856. He was a schoolmaster 
of the Denmark Hill School for uny years and even
tuall,. became Headmaster. Turner ws a devoted dis
ciple of J.W. Tutt and suooeeded him as editor ot 
the Entallologiste l Record in 1911 at Tuttis death. 
For many years he published little supplements to 
TutVs "Varieties of the British Noctuae". His lar
gest single work was Butterflies g!~. In 
spi te of a very large number of short papers he did 
11 ttle original research. He was IIIOst devoted to 
his editorial and organizational duties. Turner ws 
elected Honorary Life President of the Ra,yal Entomo
logical Society of London in 1944 and Special Life 
Fellow in 1948; he had been Librarian for some years 
beginning in 1921. He was Editorial Secretary ot 
the South London Entomological Society for about 40 
years, beginning in 1894. N.D. Riley wrote of him: 
"A little man, bolt upright and of rather rigid 
views, Turner was every inch a schoolmaster and had 
been a figure in London entomological circles, and 
internationally, for more than sixty years when he 
passed away, still at work, on Deoember 19, mourned 
by a very wide circle of friends." 
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A COORDINATED STUDY ON THE MIGRATION OF THE MONARCH BUTTERFLY: 

A PLEA FOR INFORMATION FROM LOCAL NATURALISTS 

by Geoffrey Beall 
University of Connecticut 

Storrs, Connecticut 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When one goes to some new part of America, one 
may find that significant information on the migra
tion of the Monarch Butterfly, Danaus plexippus L., 
is commonplace to the local naturalists. Such know
ledge should be made generally available, coordinat
ed, and put on record. In illustration of the har
vest of information that should be gathered, let us 
consider a simple situation. First, let us note 
that Williams, n Al (1942) has summarized all the 
migrations of the Monarch, as reported in the liter
ature over a period approaching a century. Now, it 
is remarkable that no migrations have been reported 
in certain states, notably in the region midway be
tween the Atlantic and the Mississippi. The gap is 
so glaring as to raise the possibility that there 
are two streams of migration, one down the coast to 
Florida, the other further inland, southwest to Tex
as or Mexico. What, however, are the facts, if one 
goes into the "empty" region, as into western Penn
sylvania? The writer found that in this state there 
was a widespread, massive, and universal flight to 
the southwest in September, 1949. He learned, more
over, Qy enquiry from reputable and reliable local 
naturalists that many years such a flight is mani
fest in that region and in West Virginia during Sep
tember. He was further told that considerable ag
gregations of the Monarch occurred qy a lake near 
Pittsburgh and even on a hill-top in the city. Let 
us say that the situation in the "empty" region re
flects more unfavorably on the inhabitants than on 
the Monarch Butterfly. Although, what could the lo
cal naturalists do with their isolated bits of know
ledge in a field not of pre-eminent interest to 
them? Hence, we plead that they contribute such in
formation to the Lepidopterists' Society for a grand 
assembly. 

Readers of the Lepidopterists' News may well ob
serve at this point that Danaus plexippus h already 
getting reasonable attention in the study on "The 
Nearctic Butterflies", in the "Field Season Summary~ 
in certain special studies afoot to mark and recap
ture it, and in miscellaneous notes. To this we may 
first object that, as will appear below, we are in
terested in other aspects of the problem. Secondly, 
we make an especial claim for the Monarch to detail
ed study. It is THE MIGRATING BUTTERFLY, .E!! ~
~; it is easily seen, easily identified, and 
moves qy day. If .... e knew bett.er the details of its 
behavior perhaps we could more effectively study the 
movement of other less conspicuous insects. 

The kind of record that might most usefully be 
contributed by local observers will be indicated be
low. The matter may, the writer hopes, be helped 
fOMiard by a brief summary of some of his own endea
vors .... ith suggestions that further and wider obser
vations of the same kind be made and reported. 

2. WHAT IS THE TREND OF FLIGHT IN VARIOUS DISTRICTS? 

The greatest contribution that could be made by 
local observers is the very simple one of reporting 
the trend of flight in various places over the con
tinent. By this we mean, for instance, that they 
should have reported the fact that during the first 
two weeks of September, 1949, the flight in the re
gion of Pittsburgh was steadily and strongly to the 
southwest. If 100 observers, in various parts of 
the continent, had made such a report during that 
September, we should have a map like that of the me
teorologists and see where the currents of Monarch 
Butterflies were flowing. Perhaps such a map would 
only rival that of Williams if it were made up for 
September. If a similar map were, however, made up 
for June it would throw light on a period about which 
very 11 tUe is known or can be known from the present 
approach to the problem - although as will be pointed 
out below a different approach could guarantee re
sults. A similar map for the mid-summer might show 
northward movement in saae parts of the country and 
southward movement in others so that we should be a 
little nearer the question of what decides the direc
tion of movement. 

It will be wise to warn any potential observer 
of what, in the way of flight, he should not expect 
to see. It will be further judicious to set forth 
in some detail how data on flight should be collect
ed, compiled, and interpreted. 

Let us note again that the flights that have 
been reported in the literature and summarized by 
Williams are great and massive flights such as merit 
note even in a local newspaper. Any observer may be 
so fortunate as to see such flights, but in these we 
are not unduly interested. We are interested parti
cularly in the general trend of flight that is obvi
ous to anyone who is in the field but which, let us 
say. merits no notice in the popular press. We are 
further interested in the total movement of the many 
single butterflies that can be seen from time to 
time, even in a season when they are scarce. 

The remarks just made are necessary because the 
study of insect migration had an unfortunate start. 
In the first place it tends to be shaped against the 
background of the migration of birds. The questions 
asked usually presuppose a similar mechanism for 
birds and insects. People are anxious to prove, 
say, that the Monarch Butterfly does remove entirely 
to the south and then return. They want to know 
....hether individuals do this, like birds, or whether 
successive generat:l.ons do it. The migration of but
terflies is not necessarily like that of birds, how
ever, and there is presented briefly below some evi
dence that it is actUlllly quite different. In par
ticular, whereas birds interrupt their residenoe in 
either the north or the south to move briefly to the 
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other place, the Monarch seems to be always on the 
move, one way or the other. In the second place the 
casual nature of most records on insect migration 
has tended falsely to associate the movement with 
abundance of the insect because of its sensational 
character. The literature on the Monarch, and other 
insects, constantly reports the occurrence of great 
'bands which are probe.bly not truly bands but casual 
ooncurrences of great numbers of butterflies. 

) 

Fig.l. 
Flight on 13 Sept. 1934 

wi th obvious trend. 

The reader may justly ask what the writer meant 
by saying there was a widespread and obvious trend 
to flight. The phenomenon can be illustrated with 
Fig. 1, whioh shows the number of Monarch Butter
flies that passed during a single hour through a 
glade in Ontario, on 13 September 1934. The record 
is in the form of a rose and shows that there were 
S Monarchs going to the southwest, 19 south, 7 
southeast, .3 east, 2 northeast, 2 north, and 2 north
west. There was clearly an overwhelming preponder
ance of movement to the south - :yet butterflies be
ing what they are, a few passed northwrd through 
the glade. Note that these butterflies were moving 
alone, one or at most two at a time, although the 
total effect was of unanimity to the south. Such 
records could be obtained very easily and regularly 
near Pittsburgh in September, 1949. Will local ob
servers make such observations and fill up the empty 
states between the Atlantic coast and the Mississip
pi? There is no need to wait until great and spec
tacular flights are observed. Will others discover, 
during the autumn of 1951, how the Monarch flight 
tends in the eastern Gulf States? Do the Monarchs 
flow towards Texas or Florida? The question could 
be so easily answered. Is the trend of flight in 
the western part of the Carolinas towards Florida? 

We have declared ouselves interested in the to
tal movement of the many single butterflies that can 
be seen from time to time, even in a season when 
they are scarce (in contrast to the situation on 13 
September 1934). This is a matter similar to that 
just discussed but requiring more patience and 
yielding even more valuable and unexpected informa
tion. The writer and some co-workers accumulated a 
nuaber of such records on each Monarch and its di
rection of flight at Chatham, Ontario, which is near 
Detroi t. The resul ta for the period, July 1 through 
August 10, for the years 1935 through 1940, are sum
marized in Fig.2. For this period, it can be seen 

that there is a preponderance of movement to the 
north and west. It should be realized that only oc
casional single butterflies were involved; no one 
would have reported any movement at all, by casual 
observation. The possibilities of such an investi
gation will be better appreciated when, below, we 
come to the question of such trends of flight 
throughout the year. 

Fig.2. 
Flight in season of scarcity 

July 1 - Aug. 10. 

Any very extensive collection of data, such as 
those of Fig.2, raises a problem as to how we may 
summarize more concisely the nature of flight. How 
are we to determine definitely and objectively the 
general trend of flight to the north and west? This 
problem may be solved ~ the numerical technique that 
we would use in physics to find the net effect or 
forces pulling in various directions. This element
ary numerical technique may be femiliar as the "poly
gon of forces". When the result, which is called a 
"vector sum", is divided ~ the total number of but
terflies involved, we get both a measure of the di
rection and of unanimity of movement during the per
iod in question. The whole matter has been discussed 
at some length ~ the writer (Beall, 1941). Let us 
not concern ourselves unduly with the technique ex
cept to note that it exists and provides a neat sum
mary of results. Let us further note that if anyone 
collects the data, the analysis of the type indicat
ed will most gladly be made for him. Send the data 
to Dr. Charles L. Remington or to the writer. 

If the reader is prepared to think now of accum
ulations of data, like those of Fig.2, but wishes 
them resolved into net movements let him consider 
~ig.3. The direction of the net movement is indicat
ed by the direction of an arrow. The unanimity of 
the movement is indicated by the length of the arrow. 
In such terms, Fig. J indicates the flight for vari
ous seasons in southwestern Ontario. The seasons 
were as follows: 

(1) Earliest spring through June 30 

(2) July 1 through August 10 

(3) August 11 through August 24 

(4) August 25 through September 7 

(5) September 8 until the latest autumn. 
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Fig.J. Net movement in various seasons. 

Two effects are important. The first is that the 
unanimi ty of night to the north\l8st in the spring 
is as great as that to the south\l8st in the autumn. 
It is strange to see that the flight is so unanimous 
before August. In this early period, before the 
butterny has become abundant, it never attracts 
much attention and migration is hardly noted, and 
only in a casual way. Secondly, it seems that mi
gration flows continuously and turns like the tide, 
at a certain critical period early in August. All 
spring and early summer it news towards the north 
but in late sUlBller it turns to the south and contin
ues flOWing that way all autumn. During the winter, 
it may even have Its sluggish trend in California or 
Florida. 

The local naturalists, to whom the present ap
peal is addressed, might in the spring of 1952 de
termine in a similar way the trend of flight in 
many parts of America. These results, when conjoin
ed and plotted, would produce a map showing how the 
currents of Monarch migration now In the spring. 
Such a picture would be very handsome without any 
appeal to the usual questions of whether the Monarch 
behaves like a bird in migration. It could, more
over, be undertaken with the advantage of guaranteed 
success, because it depends only on the evant ot 
seeing individual Monarchs - not on the chance ot 
seeing sOllIe great and spectacular flight. 

3. THE ~APTURE O't MARKED MONARCHS 

Current plans by- certain members ot the Lepidop
terists· Society to mark very great numbers ot rut
terni~s, in the hope of their recapture, may fit 
together very well with evidence of the kind recom
mended above. The writer does not propose to deal 
at any length with this question but merely to say 
that he is most sympathetic, will cooperate, and 
urges local naturalists to examine all possible 
Monarchs for markings, which should be reported to 
Dr. Remington. 

4. UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES 
DOES THE MONARCH FcmI CLUSTERS? 

The topic which the writer emphasize,,!.!., that 
of trend of flight, is one that can be rather read
ily discovered by local observers and discovered on
ly by them. There are, however, minor investigations 
on which we should perhaps touch. One of these is 
the question of the circumstances under which clus-

ters of the Monarch farm. 

Let us note, in a general vay, that the Monarch 
frequently attracts attention b.Y its tendency to 
cluster on trees at night. This clustering, so fre
quently described in the literature, is again the 
grandiose phenomenon and worthy of the local news
paper. Nevertheless, the much less spectacular but 
biologically significant smaller clusters should al
so be reported. The writer has only once seen the 
great spectacular clusters rut on the other hand he 
has seen clustering of the minor variety hundreds of 
times. One can see such clusters almost any day in 
early September on the capes or peninsulas along the 
northern shore of Lakes Erie and Ontario. There are 
UDdoubtedly other equally favorable situations in 
America. It should be noted, in passing, that it 
has camnonly been supposed that these clusters regu
larly and only form in migration. In actual fact, 
th87 form only when a number of Monarchs happen to 
find themselves near one another in the evening, and 
they seem to form in the summer if such a coincidence 
of butterflies occurs. 

It is becoming clear that coincidences of popu
lation sufficient to produce clusters occur most 
frequently when flight is barred b.Y lakes. There is 
a suggestion, hO\l8ver, that they also tend to occur 
on hill-tops. 

Observers, like those in the vicinity of Pitts
burgh mentioned above, are in a position to report 
many clusters of the "minor" Idnd. T\l8nty or more 
Monarchs on a given tree are worthy of report. The 
naturalist should note briefly the circumstances! 
whether the clusters are beside a lake and if so on 
which shore; whether they are on a hill top and if so 
their disposition with regard to wind; if they are 
elsewhere and if so whether the trees stand beside 
an open space and what the wind direction is. 

5. HCM DO SEX PROPORTIONS VARY? 

A second lesser point the. t may be conveniently 
studied by local observers is that of variation in 
sex proportions during migration. In illustration, 
\18 may consider a curious phenomenon that occurs in 
Orttario during the great autumnal migration. The 
situation may be illustrated by- data (Beall, 1946), 
as follows: 

1 September 1940 - 3910 female 
7 September 1940 - 4710 female 

14 September 1940 - 63% female 

It can be seen that the proportion of females roM 
regularly, week by- week, during this period. Such 
seems to happen every year, although why is not 
clear. It would be illuminating to see if this ef
fect is accentuated in the flight down the continent, 
88 if there were a tendency tor males to outfly the 
females. 

The data on percentage of females are based upon 
very highly representative collections from small 
clusters from which all the butternies could be ta
ken for examination. Slnce all the Monarchs \l8re 
quiescent there was no question of one sex tending 
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to escape the net. Any study of sex proportions 
should be of such resting material rather than of 
butterflies taken on the wing. 

6. SUMMARY OF ~CMMENDATIONS ON OBSERVATIONS 

There is a vast amount of data to be collected 
before we have an adequate picture of the migration 
of even a single conspicuous species like the Mon
arch. We may summarize, in order of decreasing im
portance, the work that may be done by interested 
local observers as followsr 

I. Record the direction of movement of each Mon
arch seen in fairly consistent flight, the direction 
of wind, and the date. For any period when a total 
of 30 Monarchs has been so recorded, it is possible 
to calculate the net flight and its degree of unani
mity. If the reference to this numerical operation, 
given above, is insufficient for anyone to make the 
calculations, ve will gladly make them it the data 
are sent to Dr. Remington or to the writer. 

II. Record the circUIIIStances of the Monarchs 
forming clusters - including small clusters down to 
20 butterfiies. There should be noted the day, 
hour, and circUlll8tances. In connection with the 
cirCUlll8tances, it is important to note whether the 
clusters vere formed beside a lake or on a hill top. 
If they are formed in some other t1P8 of situation, 
the circumstances should be further described and in 
particular the direction and strength of wind should 
be noted. 

III. Record the number of each sex if one is deal
ing (as in studies on recapturing marked specimens) 
with quiet Monarchs taken from clusters on trees. 

The purpose in pointing out the great contribu
tions that local naturalists may make is with the 
aim of correlating the vast amount of knowledge, 
which is insignificant in its parts but most import
ant in the aggregate. Accordingly, all correspond
ence will be welcaned by Dr. Remington or by the wri
ter. As previously mentioned any assistance in nu
merical analysis of flight data will be most gladly 
given. We shall guide ourselves b,y the contribu
tor's desires as to the use made of such data. The 
contributors vill, however, in all probability, usu
ally hope for a report like those distributed by the 
Lepidopterists' Society on other special studies or 
groups and regions. It is hoped that such a report 
can be distributed to the contributors annuall,.. 
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PERSONALIA 

The vacanCY' in the Section of Insects and Spi
ders of the Carnegie Museum in Pittsburgh, created 
by the death of Dr. W.R. Sweadner, has been filled 
by the appointment of HARRY K. CLENCH as Assistant 
Curator, in charge of Lepidoptera. Mr. Clench, co
founder of the 1!m. !'!miA, is a specialist in the Ly
caenidae. It is satisf'.ying to learn that the MUseum 
is continuing to keep a lepidopterist on its starf, 
thus ensuring proper supervision of the tremendous 
collections assembled by W.H. Edwards, W.J. Holland, 
A. Avinoff, B.P. Clark, ~ llJ.. 

~ 
The issue of the Journal of the Washington !2a-

4mBz 2l. Sciences for January 1951 has been dedicated 
to AUSTIN HOBART CLARK, on the occasion of his re
tirement as curator in the U.S. National Museua. In 
addition to a portrait and summary of scientific 
contributions, there are thirteen papers by friends 
and colleagues of Mr. Clark, describing nev species 
and genera named for him of: fossil brachiopods and 
molluscs; and living molluscs, copepods, shrimps, 
corals, po1ychaetes, and Lepidoptera (a new Olethreu
tid described by J.F.G. Clarke). [Lepidopterists' 
Society members will recall that they have recently 
elected Mr. Clark First Vice President, and that he 
presided at the first annual meeting of the Society 
in Nev York, December 1950.] 

~ 

M. PIERRE E.L. VIETTE, of the Paris Museum, has 
been awarded the "Prix Constant" by the Societe En
tomologique de France, for his distinguished vark 
with the taxon~ of 'Ule Lepidoptera. M. Viette lett 
Paris in late August, to spend six months in Mada
gascar, near Tananarive, to collect chiefly the Mia
ro1epidoptera. Very few "micros" are known frail Ma
dagascar. M. Viette attended the IXth International 
Congress of Entomology and the Special Meeting ot 'Ule 
Lepidopterists' Societ,. in Amsterdaa in earl,. August. 

~ 

The death of M.N. RIMSKY-XCRSAKOFF, noted Russian 
entano10gist, was announced in Moscow 18 March 1951. 
His voluminous publications included work on Lepid
optera. He was President of the Entallo1ogical Soci
ety of Leningrad and bore the title from the Soviet 
Government "Honored Scientist of the Russian Repub
lic". His father was the famous musical composer, 
Nikolai R~-Korsakorf. 

~ 
The Collection of the late HAROLD I. O'BIRBE, 

primarily composed of Missouri Lepidoptera, vas re
cently purchased by the University of Missouri and 
thus becaDes a _jor feature of the insect collec
tion of the Department of Entc:mology there. Mrs. 
O'Byrne has settled in Sierra Madre, California. 

~ 
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Faunal regions of northern Canada and Northern Insect Survey localities. 

NCRTHERN CANADA AND SOME NCRTHERN BUTTERFLIES 

by T. N. Freeman 
ottawa, Ontario 

The plan ot this paper is to outline brietly 
the faunal zones of northern Canada and mention 
some of the butterflies characteristic of each. 
This information has been made available through 
the activities ot the Northern Insect Survey, which 
has obtained, since it was inaugurated in 1941, ap
prorlDlately half a million arctic and subarctic in
sects, including about 125,000 Lepidoptera. 

The accompanying map (Fig. 1) shows the loca
tions of the survey parties, which were distributed 
from the Alaska boundary to Newfoundland, a dis
tance of approximately 3,000 miles. The survey co
vered the Yukon, the vast Northwest Territories, 
and northern parts of British Columbia, Manitoba, 
Quebec, and Newfoundland, including Labrador. The 
localities are situated in the arctic tundra north 
of the tree-line, as shown on the map, and in the 
boreal forest south of it. These two zones are 
characterized by different species of Lepidoptera, 
which overlap somewhat at the tree-line. We shall 
call this intermediate zone the northern transition 

section. Ft. Chimo and Great Whale River, p.Q., 
Churchill, Man., Yellowknife and Reindeer Depot, 
N.W.T., are localities near the borders of this 
transition section. This distributional overlap is 
caused chietly by the presence of islands of tundra 
wi thin the northern fringe of the trees, and the 
extension of the forest into the tundra, particu
larly along drainage systems. The dispersal of a 
species is also responsible for some transitory 
distributional overlap. It is peculiarly signifi
cant that within this transitional area, where spe
cies of the barrens meet closely related species of 
the boreal forest, there is no evidence of gene in
terchange between the two. This suggests the h7Po
thesis that phytophagous insects indigenous to the 
arctic tundra are specifically distinct fram those 
indigenous to the boreal forest south of the tran
sitional section. The following examPles serve to 
illustrate this hypothesis. Erebia r08Pi Curt. is 
distri buted over the barren lands frCIII Reindeer De
pot to Baffin Island. In the west, it Occurs above 
timber-line in northern Bri tish ColUlllbia. But, in 
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caaparison, Erebia discoidaUs Kby. occurs in 
southern Quebec from north of lakes Huron and Su
perior to James Bay, from south of Lake Winnipeg to 
Churchill, Manitoba, northwest to Great Slave and 
Great Bear lakes and west to Dawson, Yukon. These 
two species overlap at Churchill and Gillam, Mani
toba. The exquisite bouncing-brown, Erebia fMili
ta Butl., occurs in the barrens of the Northwest, 
roughly north ot a line from Dawson, Yukon, to Pad
lei in the Keewatin District of the Northwest Ter
ritories. At Dawson, Reindeer Depot, Coppermine 
River, and Great Slave Lake, fasciata meets ~ 
disa Thun., which extends south to Banff, Alberta; 
Riding Mts., Manitoba; and Smoky Falls, Ontario, 
south ot James Bay. other examples of this type ot 
distribution are the barren-land species Colias 
hecla Lef. and Colias ~ Bdv. which are sepa
rated from the boreal forest insect Colias interior 
Scud. by an inhabitant of the Transi~action, 
C21ias peUdne Bdv. and Lec. Oeneig assimiU, 
Butl. is another barren-land species, which meets 
Oeneis lutta Hbn. at the timber-line, the latter 
sphagnum-bog species extending well south into the 
boreal forest. other examples are found in the ge
nua Brenthis (or Boloria, if you prefer). 

The boreal forest extends almost to the arctic 
coast near the mouth of the Mackenzie River, and 
such butterflies as the mourning cloak, Nxmphalis 
ontiopa L., and Papilio glaucus canadensis R. and 

J. have been collected at Dawson, Aklavik, Norman 
Wells, Ft. Simpson, and Ft. Smith, locaUties in 
the Yukon and in the Northwest Territories. These 
butterflies are typical of northern United States 
and southern Canada. I mention this to point out 
that, if any collector is contemplating a trip to 
collect arctic species, he may be within a few 
miles of the Arctic Ocean and still capture butter
flies he could obtain near the Mason-Dixon Line. 
Same of the true arctic-tundra species extend south 
at arctic-alpine elevations in the Cordilleran 
mountain system to Colorado. In the east, some ex
tend southward as isolated populations to arctic
alpine regions in New Hampshire. 

The arctic tundra, although inhospitable at 
times, supports countless thousands of specimens ot 
a few butterfly species, and at times it is possi
ble to collect over 200 specimens of a single spe
cies in a day. It is rare, indeed, to match this 
condition in the south. 

This is Contribution No.2780, Div. c)f Entomology, 
Scienoe Service, Dept. of Agriculture, Ottawa, Ca
nada. The Northern Inseot Survey is a joint pro
ject of the Defense Research Board, Dept. of Na
tional Defence, and ot the Division of Entomology of 
the Department ot Agriculture, Canada. 

SOOIET! NEWS 

The Secretary, Dr. F.H. Rindge, has sent noti
fication of aotion taken b.r the Executive Comm1tte~ 
as provided b.r the Constitution, as follows: 

1. THE ANNUAL MEETING FCR 1951 WILL BE HELD IN 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, at the Chicago Natural Hist01"7 
Museum ~former1y Field Museum), on December 28-29. 

2. Article 3, Section 1, ot the By-laws has 
been amended to read as follows: 

"An order of business for the annual business 
_eting shall be Pl'epared by the Secretary in con
sultation with the President. The remainder of 
the program tor the annual l118eting smll be pre
pared by the Chairman of the Program CCIIIJI1 ttee." 

3. Charles L. Remington has been appointed 
!d1tor-in-Chief and Librarian. 

<;:::;p 

The Speoial Meeting of the Lepidopterists' So
ciety, announced in the preceding issue of the 
!WiI, was held in Amsterdam on 21 August under the 
chairmanship ot Dr. Walter Forster, of MUnohen, 
Germany, Vioe President of the Sooiety. The pro
gram was devoted to a symposium with the title "The 
Phylogeny and Classification of the Lepidoptera." 
The three invited speakers were: Prof. T.A. Wohl
fahrt of W\!rzburg, Germany; M. S.G. Kiriakoff, of 
Ghent. Belgium; and Prof. H.E. Hintal. of Bristol. 
Great Britain. Their papers will be published in 
an early issue of the News, along with the report 
on the Keeting by Dr. A. Diakonoft, who served as 

Chairman of the Organizing CCIIlIIIittee. Dr. Dlakonort 
vri tes that 750 copies of our tri-lingua1 program 
were distributed to the members of t he 11th Interna
tional Congress of Entomology, in ccmjunction with 
which we held our Meeting. He also notes that our 
Meeting was well attended and that "everybody agreed 
that it was a success." • 

We received with great pleasure a greeting ad
dressed to the Edi tor-In-Chief and signed b.r 37 of 
the members and guests who attended. The signers 
rePl'esented at least 12 nations on 4 continents. 

<;:::;p 

Society members in Europe will be pleased to know 
that arrangementa have been made with E.J. Brill. our 
Amsterdam agent since 1949, so that Society dues and 
!1m!! subscriptions may be paid in the following coun
tries in native currency, addressed to Brill as fol
lows _ (from all other countries, except Italy, re
mi ttance can be made direct by postal orders): 

NETHERLANDS: Amsterdamsche Bank, Leiden. 
FRAlI:E: Credit ~onnais, Compte no. P.B.C. 11.055, 

19 Blvd. des Italiens. Paris. 
GREAT BRITAIN: Barolays Bank: Ltd. t' Chief Foreign 

Branch, 168 Fenchurch st., London E.C. 3. 
GERMANYs Postcheckkonto Karlsruhe 44378. in the 

name of E.J. Brill Verlag, Heidelberg. 

Remittances, when in dollars. should always be 
sent directly to the Sooiety Treasurer. 

C.L. Remington 
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SIMPLE STATISTICS FOR THE TAXONOMIST 
(cOlltinued trOll page 6) 

by F. Martin Brown 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 

II. INDICES 

How otten have YOll seen a statement like this I 
"The bands on 'A' are wider than those found on 'B'"? 
In all probability each time that you bave seen such 
a statement you have wondered what the author really 
lII8&!lt. You have wondered if you would agree with 
him that the ditferences are worth mentioning. You 
would like to know how IllUch wider they are or better 
stUI how wide they are on each member of the pair. 

The best way to state such a measurement is as 
an index. Let me show by a concrete eXB.lllple Just 
how this worb. In the course of a study of the va
riation found in Heliconiu8 cbaritoniU§, William p. 
Comstock made a great many measurements on a large 
series of specimens. During this study he came to 
the conclusion that the Mexican series before him 
represented a population that was different fro. the 
nominotypical population from the Virgin Islands. 
One ot the characteristics ot the Mexican poJW.ation 
as defined by Mr. Caastock is the narrowness of the 
7ellow bands across the forewings. 

THE PROBLEM: Are the 7ellow bands aoros/J the 
forewing ot the Mexican population of !I. chariton1u1 
significantly narrower than those found on !I. ~
~ charitoniU§ (Linne) f'roIII the type area? 

THE SOLtrrIOI, Among the measurements made by 
Mr. Callstook are two that have a bearing on our 
prob18ll1 the radius of the lett forewing and the 
width of the yellow bands on the forewing taken at 
a standard point referred to the venation of the 
wing. Table 4, below, was developed frOlll the indi
vidual measurements of these characters by treating 
them as outlined in the first of these articles. 

TABLE 4. 

Certain Parameters of Two Samples 

ot Helicogiul cbaritopius 

Sample 

11= 

Mean (u.) 

p.e.m(mm.) 

S.D. (mm.) 

Width ot 
Diseal Band 

Mexico Virgin Is. 

84 43 

2.35 2.36 

0.02 0.03 

0.26 0.25 

Radius of 

Forewing 

Mexioo Virgin Is. 

84 43 

41.81 38.02 

0.25 0.26 

3.43 2.53 

When we examine the data labelled "Width ot Dis
cal Band" it is immediate17 evident that bands OIl the 
two series have essentially the same width. Testing 
the data we find: difference 0.01 DIll.; probable er
ror of the difference 0.04 mm.; "to score 0.25. With 
"to less than 1 we can safely sa7 that there is no 
difference in the absolute width of the bands on 
these two series. 

Turning to "Radius of forewing" there seems to 
be a real d11'ference. Testing the data we find: 
difference 3.79 DIIIl.; probable error of the dUfer
ence 0.36; "to score is greater than 10. With "t" 
so large there is little chance that the difference 
in siae between these series is fortuitous. We can 
safely sa7 that the Mexican population is rea1l7 
larger than the Virgin Is. population [!!. gharitoDi-
3m chari tonl!l8 ] • 

Since the bands are the same width on the two 
samples they will seem narrower on the larger in
sects and wider on the smaller insects. This appar
ent difference in band width can be stated nUlllerica1-
17. It is done by establishing the BAND INDEX for 
each specimen. The band index is nothing mare than 
the width of the band stated as a percent of the rad
ius of the forewing: 

width of band 
radius ot toreVing X 100 = band index 

The band index takes into consideration the siae of 
the specimen in such a way tha t it the radius of the 
forewing is oonatant the index fluctuates directly 
with the width of the band, the wider the band the 
larger the index nUlllber. The band index therefore 
is a concise statement of the relative width of the 
band. This technique can be used for finding a nu
merical expression for man7 types of relative condi
tion. Indices of this sort 11&7 be treated as line
ar measurements and their parameters de1'1ned. Table 
5 does this for om- two 8&IIIples. 

TABLE 5. 

The Band Indioes of Two Samples 

ot HeliQQDiua gharitoniu 

Sample II 

Mexico 84 

Virgin Is. 43 

mean 

5.6) 

6.37 

0.04 

0.05 

S.D. 

0.55 

0.44 

B7 applying the standard tests to these figures 
we find: difference 0.64; probable error of the dif
ference 0.06; "t· score is aver 10. Again "t" is so 
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large that there is virtual certainty that the ap
parent difference in relative width of the bands i. 
real. 

REMEMBER THIS: When using indices be certain 
that the basic measurement used is a fundamental 
property of the specimens being stUdied. 

[Mr. David Calhoun, biometrician at Yale Uni
versity, has very kindly reviewed this series of 
articles and made pertinent suggestions, some of 
which I have incorporated in the text. In this in
stance I think it best to quote him. "Indices: 
when it is stated that indices may be treated as 
linear measurements, I think this depends on the 
nature of the significant variation of the measure
ment in the numerator of the index. -- Is the ab
solute amount of variation of width in Mm. what is 
important, or is it the percentage variation that 
is important? If ~he latter I think an alternative 
linear measure is fairly convenient and more nearly 
normal -- the difference between the logarithms of 
the width and radius, log (width) - log (radius): 
this is essentially the logarithm of the index." 
In the example used I feel that it is the absolute 
width of the band that is most important, thus the 
simple index yields satisfactory results. When in 
doubt it might be better to use the method suggest
ed by Mr. Calhoun. ) 

ITI. FREQUENCIES 

Frequency is quite another kind of measurement 
from those just discussed -- linear measurements 
and indices. The basic formulae used to analyze 
frequencies are different. Generally frequencies 
are reduced to a statement of percent such as 
"37.5~ of the specimens examined show spot 'A'". 
This really is a very tricky statement, in spite of 
all of its forthright simplicity. Actually it 
means very 11 ttle unless it is accompanied by a 
statement of the number of specimens involved. A 
little thought shows that the smallest number of 
specimens that might be involved is 8 and that in 
this case 3 of them show spot A. Now it is inter
esting to know that three specimens before the au
thor bore spot A. But is that really what we want 
to know? Don't we want to know the frequencies for 
A that might occur in other samples from the same 
population? I think it is. There is a simple 
arithmetic way of determini.ng this. 

Because a percent, or frequency, is a stngle 
experience based upon a number of specimens, we 
need know the standard deviation of the observed 
frequency. The Point Binomial Theorem is used to 
tell us this S.D. The formula involved is this: 

c-= Vnxpxq 

~ich the spot is absent (q = ~OO - p). All you 
need to do is multiply these three numbers and then 
take the square root of the final product. That is 
the S.D. GIVEN IN INDIVIDUALS. To make it appli
cable to the frequency just convert the number to 
percent of "n". Now let us go through these steps 
with our sample of 8 specimens of which three bear 
spot A. 

cr = Y8 x 0.375 x 0.625 
= VB x 0.234375 
.. Vi.865000 

cr· 1.368 
S.D. = 1.368 

8 
= 0.171 or 17.l~ 

Now the bald statement 37.590 becomes 37.5zl7.1ro. 
That is quite different, for it means that actually 
about two-thirds of the time the frequency lies 
somewhere between 20?O and 551o! 

To show how great the effect of small sample 
size is upon the S.D. of a frequency I have calcula
ted this statistic for 37.5 percent frequency using 
several sizes of samples. 

TABLE 6. 

The Standard Deviation and certain limits 

for 37.510 Frequency 

N S.D. 959E> limits 99% limits 

8 17.1% 4.2-70.89b 0-81.6% 

16 12.l~ 13.8-61.20,6 6.4-68.6ro 

64 6.1% 25.6-49.4% 21.4-53.210 

200 3.4% 30.8-44.2% 28.7-46.310 

1000 1.5% 34.5-40.5% 33.5-41.5% 

First let me show how to read this table: taking 
the case of the original sample of 8 specimens it 
says that 95?O or 19 out of 20 samples of 8 speoi
mens each drawn fran the same general population a8 
the first sample will l'8ve frequencies for spot A 
anywhere between 4.29b and 70.8% (for practical pur
poses 0 and 75%); and that 99 out of 100 samples of 
8 speciJDena each drawn frCIII the same general popula
tion as the first sample will ahow frequencies be
tween 0 and 81.6% far spot A (tor practical purpoa-
9S 0 and 75%). 

The parenthetical statementa "for practical pur
poses"may ' bother some. When 8 specimens are invol
ved the frequencies can be only these - 0, 12¥2, 25, 

In this formula "n" is the number of specimens in
volved, "p" the decimal frequency with which the 
spot occurs* and "q" the decimal frequena,y with 
- - - - - -' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -
* When "pH is very large or very small the S.D. 
determined by the method outlined does not behave 
as it is expected to. Thi.s is because the curve 
formed by plotting many "pHS determined from the 
same population is not a Normal Curve but a skewed 
curve with quite different mathematical properties. 

A skewed curve is crowded to one end, thus S.D. is 
wa~d and the 2.5ro and O.S9b cut-offs for the 
9S~ and 999b limits are not the same distance each 
side of "pH. Under such conditions Fisher and 
Yates' Tables (no. VIII) should be consulted. 
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37¥2, 50 62~, 75, 87h, 100 percents. So for prac
tical purposes we take the nearest possible percent 
to the mathe~tically determined limits. 

This explains my point that ~37.5~n standing 
alone means very little. The point that I want to 
make is this, A percent frequency standing alone 
tells you something about the sample being studied 
but it does not tell you anything about other simi
lar samples from the same population. It lacks 
prediotion value and therefore is of little scienti
fio significance. 

It is essential to remember this: When making a 
statement of percent always state the number of spe
cimens involved or, better stUl, aocompany the per
cent with its standard deviation. 

There are other questions about frequenoies that 
came up such as when two samples are involved that 
may represent two different populations. Turning 
again to Hr. Comstock's data on H. charitonius I 
find that of 100 females from Florida the yellow 
bands on 44 are washed with rusty scales. Just 
across the narrow straits lies Cuba. The sample of 
46 fe~les fram there contains 4 individuals with 
rusty scales on the yellow bands. The question is 
this: Do the Florida females differ significantly 
from the Cuban females in respect to the presence or 
absence of rusty scales on the yellow bands? Here 
is how the problem is treated to arrive at a "t" 

score. The frequencies are calculated as percent 
of specimens bearing the rusty scales - 44.010 for 
the Florida sample and 8.7% for the Cuban. The 
S.D.s are computed using the point-binomial formula 
given above -- S.o?b for the Florida sample and 
4.210 for the Cuban. The difference in the E$lrcent 
frequencies is found (44.0 - 8.7) to be 35.3~. The 
S.D. of this difference is found by the same method 
as used for determining the probable error of a dif
ference (see first article) -- the square root of 
the sum of the squares of the two standard deviation~ 

When the above arithmetic has been completed we 
have the difference in frequencies being 35.3 ± 6.51~ 
The difference is about 5.4 times the size of its 
standard deviation. Tables of probability tell us 
that the odds of observing such a difference in the 
same population are about 1 in 2 million! I think 
that I am willing to aooept this clBnce aOO say 
that the two populations are really different in 
this character. CAUTION: When using probability 
tables for differences in frequency, we are dealing 
with standard deviations, not probable errors, so 
we must enter the proper table! Any "t" score above 
4.7 for frequencies is as significant as one of 7 
for linear measurements when the systems for calcu
lating the nt" score outlined in this series of ar
ticles is used. 

[To be continued] 

y 
The entire September issue of the Journal ~ ibIl 

lWi 1m Entgmolorlca1 Society is devoted to publi
cation of the "Entomological Reminiscenoes of Wil
liam Henry Edwards", with an introduction and anno
tations by Cyril F. dos Pusca. The editor of the 
Journal has transmitted a note explaining that "the 
Reminiscences are devoted mostly to Edwards' experi
ences with Lepidoptera and the publication of the 
Butterflies g!. North America, and cover the period 
from a bout 1843 to 1902. A number of the collectors 
and lepidopterists of his day are mentioned and some 
details ooncerning them are given." Mr. dos Passos 
has added many new biographical notes resulting fram 
his research. [See his account in the w. News, 
vo1.3: pp.61-62; 1949.] Having had a glimpse of the 
nReminiscences~, which arrived just as this issue 
was going to the printer, I can recommend them high
ly as fascimting and historically ~mportant. Non
subscribers to the Journal may purchase them for 
11.5O froml 

Mr. Arthur Roensch, Treasurer 
N.Y. Entomological Society 
American Museum of Natural History 
New York 24, N.!. 

Mr. dos Passos has also assembled Edwards' au
tobiography but has not yet succeeded in finding a 
publisher. 

C. L. Remington 

Supplies of additional reprints have recently 
been sent the ~ editor for gratis distribution to 
Society members. They are as follows: 

Evans, W.H., "Life History Notes on Incita aurantia
.a Hy.Edw." (1950) 

Field, W.D., "Notes on ,.ora laeta (Edwards) and EI
.!2r! guaderna (Hewitson." (1941) 

Field, W.D., "The Correct Name for the North Ameri
can Butterfiy Variously Called Bmphidia, C!tlephe
~, or Lephe1isca." (1948) 

Field, W.D., "The International Commission on Zoolo
gical Nomenclature and the Correct Name for the 
North American Monarch Butterfly." (1950) 

Field, Clarke, and Frsnclemont, nOn a Recent Pro
posal to Correct an Error Canmi tted by the Inter
national Commission on Zoolcgical Nomenclature at 
the Paris 1948 Meeting." (1951) 

Leech, H.B., "Flights of NYmphalis califorpica Bdv. 
in British Columbia and Alberta in 1945." (1946) 

Leech, H.B., "The Occurrence of a Hollyhock-Seed Eat
er, Noctuelia rufofascialis, at Vernon,B.C." (1949) 

HcElvare, R.R., "A New Grote11a from S.W. Texas."(195O) 
HcElvare, R.R., "Notes on He1iothiinae - Hore Recent 

Records of Rare Species." (1950) 
Rawson, G.W. and S.A. Hessel, "The Life History of 

Strzmon cecrcps Fab. in New Jersey." (1951) 

Reprints are postpaid to members outside the 
U.S.A. Members in the U.S.A. please send postage. 

~ 



THE COMPONENTS OF AN ADEQUATE PAPER DESCRIBING A NEW SPEXlIES (Editorial) Vol.5,nos.3-S 

Since its inception, the "Recent Literature on 
Lepidoptera" section of the ~. Nevs has inclUded 
adverse comments on papers being abstracted vhich 
have been exceptionally remiss in presenting the es
sentials vhich taxonomists almost uniformly agree 
are necessary vhen nev entities are being named. On 
just tvo occasions the "injured" authors have re
plied to us, attempting in most unconvincing phrases 
to defend their papers. One of the tvo, a vorker 
vhom ve regard as the vorst offender in present-day 
papers on Lepidoptera, \/rote very recently, and it 
occurs to me that it vould be well now to set forth 
~ vievs on several points relating to good descrip
tions. These vievs are of course not exclusively or 
originally my ovn but for the most part are shared 
b,y nearly all modern animal taxonomists. 

1. In the description of every nev subspecies, 
species, genus, or other taxonomic entity there must 
be a clear statement of the CHARACTERS BY WHICH THE 
NEW ENTITY DIFFERS FROM ITS NEAREST RELATIVE. The 
practice of giving a lengthy description of part 
after part (or vorse, a skimpy one), vith no mention 
of dlfferences, makes it appear that the author has 
not made the expected comparisons and therefore is 
premature or grossly negligent in naming a new enti
ty. The International Rules of Zoological Nomencla
ture have tried to regulate this point, [Regles, 
Art.25) but vi th only mild success. 

2. In research vith Lepidoptera today, no pro
posal of a nev species can be regarded as complete 
vithout a DESCRIPTION OR FIGURE OF THE MALE GENITA
UA. It is true that a fev cases are on record in 
vhich tvo apparently distinct species are said to 
show no genitalic differences (scores of such cases 
have fallen b,y the \oIayside vhen more careful stUdies 
vere made later, either of the genitalia or of the 
specific status of the tvo entities), but genitalic 
characters of importance are so nearly al\olays pres
ent that an adequate describer is obliged to search 
for them and report on his search. The internal fe
male genitalia have also been used vith great suc
cess in a few studies, but so little is in print as 
a besis for comparison, and techniques of prepara
tion are so difficult, that a description of the fe
male genitalia cannot yet be regarded as necessary. 

J. Unless financial considerations make figures 
impossible, EVERY PROPOSAL OF NEW SPECIES SHOULD BE 
ILLUSTRATED. For Lepidoptera, photographs of ving 
patterns are usually valuable, especially for sub
speoies. But perhaps most important are line drav
ings or excellent photographs of critical struc
tures, such as the genitalia, the venation, the an
tennae, the palpi, the tarsal clavs, and so on. 

4. Every author naming a nev species or subspe
cies (race) must give a CLEAR DESIGNATION OF TYPES. 
At least THE TYPE (holotype) IllUst be designated, and 
a special label (preferably on red paper) so stating 
should be attached to the specimen. Many taxoncm
ists also designate one allotype (the sex opposite 
that of the holotype) and one or more paratypes. 
Paratypes should, hovever, be from the same popula
tion as THE TYPE; specimens from "more than 50 mlles 
&\oIay" or from very different environments should be 
listed but not designated as paratypes. Cotypes are 
now archaic and cumbersome, since a later author or 

paper must select one lectotype (lectoholotype) from 
the cotypes. No type should be designated in print 
unless each specimen listed receives a type label, 
and of course no specimen can be positively called a 
type unless it has been so mentioned in the original 
paper. "Neotypes" r~ve no standing under the Rules 
to date, and many existing "neotypes" \oI9re so 100selT 
chosen that they should be wi thdravn. A deslgnator 
of a neotype should be reasonably sure that the spe
cimen before him represents the same population as 
had the original type vhich is now destrqyed or lost. 
[See b!E. Nevs, vol.2: p.26 and vol.3: p.14, for 
type nomenclature and definitions.) 

5. THE FULL DATA OF THE HOLOTYPE MUST BE GIVEN, 
since the "type locality" is thereb,y designated. 
With the growing emphasis on geographic subspecia
tion and on the population concept, it is probably 
as important to know the precise "type 10ca11 ty" 
(the locality in which the population represented b.r 
the holotype may be sampled b,y other vorkers), as it 
is to know the characteristics ot the type specimen. 
In veIl-settled regions vith permanent political sub
divisions, the nearest town and its county (or equi
valent) and province or state should be given. In 
thinly settled regions a village should be mentioned 
if possible, but the precise latitude and longitude 
should also be stated. SpeCimens collected in moun
tainous regions should be accompanied b,y an estimate 
of the altitude. Obviously, many old specimens and 
a few recently collected ones have only scanty data, 
such as "California", "Brasil", etc. In such rare 
cases, of course the describer is forced to omit a 
more precise locality. But the author should never 
publish less than the full data accompanying the 
specimen designated as holotype. 

6. THE DISPOSITION OF THE TYPE MUST BE GIVEN. 
Furthermore, taxonomists frovn more and more on the 
practice of a private individual retaining the holo
type in his own collection. I have noticed that the 
most enlightened private taxonomists usually present 
at least the holotype to a museum or other instltu
tion vith facilities for protecting types and pre
ferably vi th a permanent staff member responsible 
for care of the lnsect collection. Nevertheless, if 
the holotype is (regrettably) kept in a private col
lection, that should be so stated. In these days of 
possible destructive \oI&r, it is \lise to send a pair 
of good paratypes to each of several instItutions 
veIl separated from each other geographically. 

7. Every genus named as nev should be clearly 
tied b,y unequivocal designation to a TYPE SPECIES 
(generotype, not "genotype"). It is of course de
sirable to list in addition all the other species 
vhich are to be placed in the nev genus. 

8. A nev name (nomen n2!Y!!1) proposed to replace 
a junior homonym should be clearly marked "!!S!!l.!!Q!." 
or "n.n.", etc. and should never be marked "!R.n." 
or "~.n2!.", etc. 

If there are lepidopterists vho vish to take 
issue with any of these points or to augment them, 
space vill be found in the ~. Ne\oIs in vhich their 
vievs may be presented. 

C.L. Remington 
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RECENT LITERATURE ON LEPIDOPTERA 

Under this heading are listed each month papers on Lep
idoptera from all the scientific journals which are ac
cessible to us and our cooperating abstractors. It is 
hoped that eventually our coverage of the world litera
ture will be virtually complete. It is intended that 
every paper published since 31 December 1946 will be 
included. In the first four volumes of the ~. News 
1437 were listed. Abstracts give all new subspecies 
and higher categories with generotypes and type locali
ties. Papers of only local interest are merely listed. 
Papers devoted entirely to economic aspects will be 
omitted. Reprints are solicited from all publishing 
members and the many regularly received are gratefully 
acknowledged. Initials of cooperating abstractors are 
as follows: [P.B.] - P.F. Bellinger; [A.D.] - A. Dia
konoff; [L.G.] - L.A. Go~; [G.dL.] - G. de Lattin; 
[C.R.] - C.L. Remington; [T.S.) • T. ShirOzu. A com
plete set of these pages, for clipping and filing, may 
be obtained for Vol.4 for to.50, and a subscription for 
Vol.5 for $0.50. 

40. Avinoff, A., and Walter R. Sweadner, "The Karapasa 
butterflies; a study in evolution." AnD. Carnegie 
~., vol.J2: pp.1-250, 18 pIs •• 20 figs. 10 Feb. 
1951. Revision of this central Asian genus (or sub
genus) of Satyridae. Describes as new: l. voigti 
Qigrooellata (Puistagol1. Koh-I-Baba, Afghanistan); 
i. OOloric, l1.2lU! (Chodja Mahomet, Afghanistan); 1. 
decolorata m!!!!1 (Visharvi Pass, Darwas, Bokhara); 1. 
~. MUshketo.!i (Muzkulak. central Pamir); I. g. ~
~ (Koshalayak GlaCier, W. Pamir); i. ~. maureri 
{Bulch&.ra); K. ~. iskander (Hasret Sultan. Bukhara); i. 
~. ~ lArchi-Maidan, Zaravshan Mts., Russian tur
kestan); i. ~ hissariensis (Hissar, Bukhara); i. 
J,. daryastca (Visharvi Pass, Darwas. Bukhara); i. J,. 
oshanin1Kate~sh Glacier, Pamir); 1. J,. angrena 
(Tschotkal Mts., near Angren. Russian Turkestan); l. 
J,. ,rasana (Arasas-Bulak. Russian Turkestan); !. J,. 
praestans (Aulie Ata, Syr Daria, Ruse1an Turkestan); 
i. J,. W!k (Targaisk, Kandyktau, Kazakstan); !. l!i1-
¥insi robusta (Taldyk Pass, Alai Mts.); I. ]f. ~ 

Dura Pass, S. of L. Issyk-kul); l. kirgizo~ (Alex
ander Mts., Russian Turkestan); l. lerhi erubescen, 
(Gursy Tash, Pamir); I. 1. aoobs Kaindy, Pamir ; 
I. 1. alltc~ (A1itchur, Pamir ; i. 1. centralis 
(Pamir Post~. 1. greforil (Belk Pass, Chinese tur
kestan); I. 1.!I!.!B!l! Mihman-yul1, Pamir); i. 1. 
h!m.e (Misgah Hunza, Hindu Kush); i. Ijtifasciata ~
~ (Turgen Pass, Russian Turkestan ; I. 1. ~
dentalis (Nar,yn, Russian Turkestan); 1. regel1 !:95!k
lI!il1 (Burkhan, N. of Djarkent, USSR); i. 1:. alt!!uensis 
(Aksu, Chinese Turkestan); i. 1:. eburnea (Utchianunak, 
Kashgar); !. abramovi ~ (Naryn, Russian turkes
tan); I. a. ~ (Yagatch-art, Russian Turkestan); 
I. l!I!!I!n -~ (Gursy Tash, Pamir); i. lI. holbecld 
(Gushkon Pass, Darwas, Bukhara); 1. lI. a!1I (Nuksan 
Pass, Hindu Kush, Kafirstan); i. lI. baslupdi (Marak, 
Koh-I-Baba, Afghanistan); i. ~ baarlovi (Kotal 
Pass, Koh-I-Baba, Afghanistan); I . .III. dubia (Baroghll 
Pass, Chitral); I. modesta ~ (Bara Lecha Pass, 
Lahoul); I. m. kaltorensi, (Baltoro Mt., Shigar, Bal
tistan); l. astoria expressa (Burs Deosai, Ledak); l. 
rohtanga (Rohtang Pass, India). Gives original des
cription (in English) of all forms of the genus. Fig
ures adults of all forms (usually several specimens; 
colored figures of most) and a genitalia of most. 
Pattern and structure of the genus are thoroughly des
cribed. The authors prefer to avoid specifYing the 
rank of the various forms, though a formal classifica
tion is given for oonvenience. The genus is extremeI,
intricate, with intergrading 'species' and sympatric 

'subspecies'. The grouping of the forms is based on 
the a genitalia, pattern, and presence and form of an
droconia. Evolutton, dIspersal and relationships are 
discussed and il1ustrataddiagrammatically. [P.B.] 

41. Box, Harold E., "Report upon specimens of Diatraea 
Gu1ld1ng (Lepidoptera, Pyralldae) in the Cornell Uni
versity collection." ~.!I. I. ~. 22£., vol.58s 
pp.241-245. 'Dec. 1950' [19 Feb. 1951]. Records or 
14 spp. frail North and South America. [P .B. J 

42. Bretherton, R. F., "Butterflies near Stockholm." 
~. ~., vo1.621 pp.79-80. Sept. 1950. 

43. Brower, Auburn E., "Methods for collecting underwing 
moths (Catoea1a)~ ~.!i!l!I, vol.1: pp.19-20. June 
1947. 

44. Brown, F. Martin, "Colorado Plebeius sa!!Piolus." 
g. ID!!. ~. ~., vol ,44: pp.286-292. July 1951. 
Describes as new p • .I. If!l.i ~ (Rampart Range Road, 
Teller Co., Colo.). Analyzes size and color differ
ences in 6 ssp. of Sfepio1up, and presents a theor,y of 
the origin and dispersal of the species. [P.B.) 

45. Corbet, A. steven, "Proposed use of the plenal'7 
powers to suppress the trivial name IJ!I Linnaeus, 
1758 (as published in the binomina1 combination ~_ 
l!2 1l!I) oommonly but inoorreotly applied to the spe
cies named Papilio marcellus b.Y Cramer in 1777 (Class 
Insecta, Order Lepidoptera)." !!!aU. MW. Nomencla
!!!!:!, vol.2: pp.26-29. 20 Apr. 1951. The appllcatioo 
of this name to the American E. "rcellu, or E. ~
xenes is invalid. It properly refers to the Oriental 
E. ~, over which name it has priority; but in 
view of the past confUsion regarding the identity of 
1111 it is recommended that the name be suppressed 
entirely. [P.B.) 

46. Doets, C., "Biology and Variation of Eldopha,ia 
ae,singiella F.R. (Lap., Plutellidae)". ~.~
ian, vo1.l2: pp.85-86, 6 figs. 1 June 1950. At
taches new names to four aberrations of wing mark
ings. (In our opinion thie procedure is objection
able). [A.D.] 

47. Ehrlich, Paul R., and Nicholas W. Gillhaa, "A Nev 
Atrztone from Nebraska (Lapidopteru Hesperioidea) •• 
!D!. !i!!!!! ,vo1.62:pp.I88-189. June 1951. Describes 
as new!. conspicua eeChholZi (Valley, Neb.). [P.B.] 

48. Evans, W. H., "A Catalogue of the Hesperiidae rre. 
Europe, Asia and Australia in the British Museum (Na
tural Histol'7)." 502 PP., 52 ple., 6 fige. London I 
British Mueeum (Natural History). 1949. A running 
key to subfamilies, genera, species and eubepecies, 
including all 1641 forms found in this area. The key 
structural characters are described and illustrated in 
and introductory glossarr. Describes as newl ~ 
(type Hes~ria borbon1ea); Blbasb oedipodea ll!llm 
(Mindanao; 1!. !draWa (Kuantun, Fulden, China); Al
lora dolaschalll1 .§.sWm (Aola Guadalcanar); A. B.ts!t 
l!£!E! (Biak); A. I. taltSia tTalesia, New Britain); 
~ prorlssi'i' ~ Utakwa R., Dutch Nev Guinea); 
!I. anura .2!:!1D! 'fa Tsien Lou, China); !I. ~ (Kalaw, 
S. Shan States); !I. discolor !!n (New Ireland); !I. 
born"n~1a lY!l (Leponto, N. Luzon); H. tpinatus Ill
~ S. Andamane); !I. l!m:!!!Il E1A lBatchian, Malay 
Archipelago); !I. ,choenhyrrl£!Wli (Naga Hille); B. 
vitta !!!!llI! (S. Andamans ; !I. k!!B Rlu! (Buru); !I. 
1eUCOSPitt mh (AaOOina); Chaetoepeae ca,tl1xenup 
stringa ~drographer Mts., Br. New Guinea; Capila 
t'i!naeus ~ (Khasi Hills, Assam); Q. lI. !!llI 
Kanllauk, Tavoy); LoOOcla 1iliana U!ta (Momeit, N. 

Burma); 11. 1. ~ (Ngai Tio, Tonkin); CelaenorrhinUl! 
~ (Tien Tsuen China); Q. nW!! ~ (Kumaon, 
India); Q. !!2D!Il! lNaga Hills); &. E!W:! ~ (Li_, 
SlmStra); Q. ~ ~ (Teekou, Yunnan); &. ~ 
~ (Kanbauk, Tavoy) J Q. s. lw:e (S1JIII8tra); ll!m 
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48. Evans (cont.) 
~ !Il!na (Sebong, Manipur); Cotadepia S!n ~ 
(Kirbari, Naga Hills); Q. ~. ~Gangtok, Sikk1m); 
Q. ~. tI!?iA (Margherita, Assam); Q. l!m l!.!:ll:I! (Se
bong, Manipur); SaranUsa Pfpendra l!!!Ddn (Karwar, N. 
Kanara) J ~. dasaharr ~ Pachmarhi);~.~. anm 
(Middle Andaman Is:; ~ dohertrl ~ (Lou Tse 
Kiang, Yunnan); ~. ~ • .!!l.s -(Hainan); ~. sesame (Sara
walt); Pintara PiPwilti ll!ma (Tameang Lajang, Borneo); 
~ ~ ~ Se-Pin-Lou-Chan,Ya-Tcheou, Chi
na); ~. Rh!e!:! ~ (Tse Kou, Tibet); Tadades ll!l!:m 
alA (Sikkim); I. R. lIUgJ (Perak); I. waterst)'1dti 
BlInD (Gunong Talang, Pad BOTenland, SUllStra J I. 
UI!IIa lID!a (Lebong Tandal, Mt. Lalang1a, SUIIlStra); 
I. trebellius l.2J.i (Treasury Is.); I. ~ ~ 
(Obi, MoluccasJ ;-1. ij. ~ (Woodlark Is.); Al!Iu!
I2JlB dartdH ~ (Ngai Tio, Tonkin); !. ~. !lU!Il 
(Java); Odontoptllum angulata .R1DB (Los Baiios, Lu
zon); ~ UIl!!! ~ (Sumba t Sunda Is.); ~. A. 
Al2m (Alor Is., Dutch New Guinea); Q. ~ D§lll 
(NUgtris); ~. A. yerbuai (Kootur, Chlttar Pahar, 
Punjab); ~ montanus ~ (Tse Kou, Yunnan); Jj. 
BIl9Y.1 Jig (Khojak, Baluchistan); I. I! • .P!.Y!!r! (Chit
ral, Otzun Valle)" India); Carcbarodus WB.l gooraiea 
(Goora1a, Kabll.ir); SpiaUa osthelder1 ge~ (Hyrca
nia, Persia); ~. ~ .dImm! (Ziz Valle;r, Atlas 
Mts. ); Musohampla tessellYl lEa (Ordub, Persia); H. 
~ lambtBl (LamNlse, Algeria) J H. ~ l!!llI 
(Kuliab, Atghanistan); H. staudingeri !lUsta (Paghman 
Mts., Atghanistan) J H • .I. l.2a (Logar Valle)" Atghan
istan); H • .I. mu (Chotair t Baluchistan); fel1cena 
~ J12!:I (Goodenough Is.); 1. ~ (Majoebui, New 
Guinea); Toxidia inomatUl sa (Angabunga R., Br. New 
Guinea); Carterocepbalus houa?eY ~ (G;yatea, Bhu
tan); Baracus rtttatus m!!A h1malal HUla); A!!mU
!i! di'1corides nna (Ce),lon); Aero_chus sti'Tita 
~ Kalaw, S. Shan States); A • .1.!lm reta Khasi 
Hills); A. j. ~ (Battak Mts., Sumatra ; A. ~ 
il!mh! (Imphal, Manipur); ~ ~ (Kabru, Manipur); 
~ 12lanchardH .Ib!!ln! (Tapai Shan, S. Shensi, 
China); 1:. ~ mm!a (Wushi, Szechwan); Thoressa 
~ !k.2!IA (Kuantun, Fulden); l!a1P2 polea lI2il! 
(Sikk1m); 11. 11. ~ (Mangpo, Sikldm); !!. b. ~ 
(Tbandaung, Karen Hills, Burma); 11. ~ J1InH (Ne
gros); 11. ~. ~ (PalaU, Benguet. Luzoii) ;ll. ~. 
!U1I (Mindanao); ~ alcldea JaaJsI (Orak, Balu
ohistan); I. ,. phltrala (Chitral); Koruthdalos ~ 
~ pachara (Caohar Rd., Manipur); 1.l:. ~ (Kina 
Balu, Borneo); I. l:. ~ (Java); 1. ,. ll!l!a (Ba
U); 1. l:. ~ (Palawn); 1. l:. Jm (Mindanao); 1. 
I!Dml ~ (Naga Hills); 1. I. ~ (Nias); 1 • .t2sla-
11 ~ (Kina Balu Borneo); Stimula §Vinhoe! ~ 
\Karen Hills, Burma~; Apclstcoldes gemmtfer ~ (Si
pora Is.), NotOcrx~ ~ralY80S!!l!llW N. Kanara, In
dia); li. R. ~ Nia~; lie Pltvata ~ (E. Dawss, 
Burma); !. curvitasoia cot1p4aN. Korintji Valle)" S. 
W. Sulllatra); N. renardl ~ (Roon Is.); I. walgensis 
DDP (25 m1.-rrOlU Wangar, NOIIIRagihe, Dutch New Gui
nea); li. !!!!tll (Owgarra t Br. New Guinea); sc0'rKf: a
*]oi4" UDiA (Tonldn); ~ .§liW:£! ~ King 
Is., Mergui); ~. I. ~ (Liwa, Sumatra);HYarot1s 
II1prol!!.ic1um ~ (Sati R., Coorg, IDdia); ~ ~
sm l2!UI (Sumatra); 1 . .2. ~ (Mt. Gede, Java); 
pasting!a !II!lIli2h (Sula Mangola); ~. te§§ella» !u.e 
Sangir Is. J; Lo~ongus calatbu~ l!!ll! (Kanbauk, Ta

T07); ~ ~ pandina Java); ~ ~ 
(Sikkia); ~ .ullu! kA!!D (Nias); ~ doe?oeQA 
&lmA (Kina Balu, Borneo); Acerbas ~ pi)taHOOP 
Bon, Si_); A. ~ ~ (Pulo Laut, Borneo ; A. 
nU! (Lawss, Borneo); Pirdana distant! ~ (Iawke
reik, Dawnas, Burma), Qn:!n!l ~ ll!ll:2l (Borneo) J 
Eaa raw11nsgnia (Rawlinson Mts., New Guinea); IAiJI!
U.sma aOta!9D ~ (Algeria); t. ~ ~ (Ta 
Tsien Lou, China); .Heaperia ~ shandura (Shandur 

Pass, Ch!tral); Oc~ 9ubh,yal1na l!!!S! (Khas! 
Hills, Assam); Q. thibetana ~ (Htawgaw, Burma); Q. 
Ii va ~ (Pochu Va11e)" S. E. Tibet); Ta8jctrocers 
ziclea bessa (Toemn Bessi, Dutoh E. Indies ; ~
~ avo ttata ~ (Kokoda, New Guinea); 
Oriens fons Los Banos, Luzon); Potanthu8 omaha !l!.!m! 
(Mindanao); 1:. taxl1us rabida (Bat jan) ; 1:. !I!ll:! lwl!! 
(Kwei Chow, China); f. i!!l!!! !!!!tl! (Borneo); TeHcota 
doba (Oobo, Aru Is.); I. ~ ~ (Malacca); !. s. 
yu! (New Ireland); I. s • .1!!!3 (St. Mathias Is.); T. 
~ !l2!:!.!!!l (s. Flores); 1. l!!l!!!ll!!l!!!l (SikkiJI) J 
I. 1. ~ (Hainan); I. 1. ll1!!ii-lstimatra); I. 1. w
~ (Java); I. 1. !!2sU:! (Borneo); 1. anc111a volens 
(Timor); I. I. l::audina (Baudin la., N. Australia); !. 
,. !!I!!!!!!!! lBiagi, Hambara R., New Guinea); I. nn)' 
(Iapaur, Dutch New Guinea); 1. ~ lli (Sikldll ; I. 
.2. vedanga (Java); I . .2. Jactus (KIna Balu, Borneo); 
1. 2. 'ania (Mindanao); I. 2 • .!!2!Hl (Keze11, Buru); 
I. 2. 1I!.Qn (Opper Aroa R., New Guinea); 1. kuia Um (Mt. Mado, Buru); I. ~. l!mm (Talesea, New Bri
tain); I. ternatensis rayga (Sanglr, Dutoh E. Indies); 
I. !. lIB!! (Sula Mango11 ; I. !. aruba (Aru Is.); I. 
!. sol.!§ (Florida Is., Solomons); T. !. ~ (Fenl, 
New Ireland); 1 • .!!!y:! (New Guinea); 1. HoaH (Duke 
of York Is.); Cephrenea a:s1ades ~ 4fugela Is., 
SolOlUons); Pastria p!lstria Mambare R., Br. New GuI
nea); Banta banta (Angabungs affluent, St. Joseph R., 
Hydrographer Mts., Br. New Guinea); Kobrona denva 
(Edie Creek, Central New Guinea); 1. ll!!!B ~ (Ed1e 
Creek, Central New Guinea); 1. ~ (Ed1e Creek, Cen
tral New Guinea); K. vanda (Edie Creek, Central New 
Guinea); I. oroms \Zegeheme, CrOlllWell Mts., New Gui
nea); K.1di!--r2"days N. of Fak-Fak, Dutch New Gui
nea); hbera MidgoS! ~ (Biagi, Hambare R., Hew 
Guinea ; ~. bicolor ~ (Misol); 2. mP1!. ~ 
(Mt. Kumpi, Menoo R., Weylandt Mts., New Guinea); ~. 
k. ~ (Biagi, Hambare R., New Guinea); ~.~ 
(Biagi, Malabare R., New Guinea); 2. rrusna li!!A (Mt. 
Lina, C)'clops Mts., Dutch New Guinea ; 2. dobboe 1l!!lll
!! (New Hanover); Mimene bia ensi ~ (German New 
Guinea); ~ guttatu§ batta Kuatuni, l"ulden); l. 
s. JDm (Matang Rd., Born~Pelopidas U!l! lU..ni2 
(head ot Aroa R., New Guinea); 1:. ~ !lI!l.S (I.phal, 
Manipur); Polrlrem1S pellucida ~ (Kwangtseh. P'u
klen). Considerable revision has been done; e.g. !HI
phemon is included in a group of genera in the Pyrgi
nae. The pol;ytypio specIes concept is adopted; rela
ted torms whIch represent each other geograpbical1;y 
are treated as subspecies. The location ot each holo
type is given. There is a bibl!ogra~ and list ot 
accessio~s, and a list of app. not determined or found 
to be extralimi tal. 132 previously unfigured sPP. and 
ssPP. are illustrated in oolor. The ~ genitalia ot 
all but 2 spp; and of many sspp. are tigured. [P.B.) 

49. Ferreira d'Alll8ida. R. 1"., and Jos' O1tioica 1"., 
"The International Commission on Zoological Nomencla
ture and the Name ot the Monarch Buttert17." Science, 
vol. 1131 pp.728-729. 22 June 1951. Protest against 
the suggestion b;y the secretar;y of the Commission that 
t;ype and t;ype localit)' ot plexippua be fixed again, to 
oorrect an earlier error; in this case, the suggested 
t;ype sptoiaen still does not CODe tram the t;ype 10-
caU tyl [P .B.) 

50. fi.ld, William D., J. F. Gates Clarke, and J. G. 
Franolemont, "On a Reoent Proposal to Correct an 
Error Committed &.r the International Commission on 
Zoological Nomenclature at the Paris 1948 Meeting." 
Sciepce, vol.113: pp.68-70. 19 Jan. 1951. Discussion 
ot Hemmlng's atteMpt to settle the application ot "Da
DIlH plerlppus"; the author. g1 ve reasons tor the res
triotion or this name to the Oriental inseot ("~ 
~.) and the use ot .,nippe tor the Monarch. LP.B.] 
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51. Franclemont, John G., "A New Generic Name (LepidoJ>
tera, Pbalaenidae, Acontiinae)." ~. ED!. Soc. 
~., vol.52: pp.271-272. 25 Oct. 1950. Proposes 
THIOPTERA to replace Xanthoptera, a heaonym. [P.B.) 

52. Franclemont, John G., "Notes on Seae Genera and Spe
cies of Eastern Moths with Descriptions ot New Species 
(Lepidoptera, Pbalaenldae)." !mil. Brooklyn I!U. 
~., vol.45: pp.144-l55, 9 figs. Dec. 1950. Des
cribes as new: ~ ~ (New Brighton, Pennsyl
vania); ~ phaeocapna (New Brighton, Pennsylvania) J 
Figures genitalia ot both and of ~. sem!caQl. The 
following name changes BlUst be mades Proeus for Qil-
11!; MeropleOD for "Oligia" dlversicolor and ~
~; AP!!!!9 for 2W1!I; !. amputatrix for "2." !m!
lim; Amp-hipoea for !'QGB; Zenobia for Ipimorpha; 
SONlRA for ~ circellaris and North American 
spp.; ~ for Erastria and Li thacodia: ~ lU91t'era 
for •• SiingulUera; •• lineosa for ~. "lfpifera"; ~ 
~ Sibloropha tor~. convalescens. P.B.] 

53. Franclemont, John G., "The Species of the Leucania 
unipupcta group, with a Discussion of the Generic 
Names for the Various Segrates of Leucania in North 
America (Lepidoptera, Pbalaenidae, Hadeninae)." ~. 
b!. 222. Wa!!h., vol.53: pp.;;7-85, 11 pls. Apr. 1951. 
Describes all new: PSEUDALETIA (type Leucania U9ipuncta 
Haworth); !!. uniPunC{t gueghua (Incachaca, Cochabamba, 

Bolivia); P. gun::yada BogotS, Coleabia), ~. rora~e 
(Mt. Roraima, BrazU); ~. ~ (Jalapa, Mexico;~. 
,usttaliS (Port Victor, South Australia); ~. Idisana 
Baguio, Luzon, Philippines). New genus also includes 

'Leucania' ~ (U91puncta liSP.), aciultera, ~ 
lalA and sepat8ta. Reviews all generic names applied 
" 0 the Leucania group of genera. Presents a revised 
chec~ist of North American spp., divided o~ the basis 
ot 0' genitalia among Faronta (= Protol,eucan18), with 
1lHda, ~, d1ffusa, rubripennb and ~rannulata; 
Pstudalet1a; ~, w1.th OXlUla and yukonede; and 
Laucania (remaining sPP.). Figures O'and ~ genitalia 
of all entities 1n pseudalrtia, and ot 10 representa
tives of related genera. P.B.] 

54. Hardwick, D. F., DPreparation of Slide Mounts of 
Lepidopterous Genitalia." ~. ~., vol.82: PP. 
231-235. Nov. 1950. Comprehensive directions; appli
cable l18iDly to Macrolepidoptera. [P.B.] 

55. H~~ing, Francis, "On the proposal that the trivial 
name JJAl Linnaeus, 1758 (as published in the b1nami
nal callbination Papillo!.tg) should be suppressed by 
the International Commission on Zoological Nomencla
t~ under· its plenar,r powers.- ~. Zool. Nomencla
~, vol.21 pp.29-30. 20 Apr. 1951. See Corbet, no. 
45 above. Suggests alternative1,. that I.1n be af
t!xed to "the Nearctic species to which it is now usu
all,. applied" but does not state whether marcellull or 
pol.nenes would be supplanted. [P.B.] 

56. Herbulot, C.,-On the Presence of Middle Spurs in 
the Hind Tibiae of a Male Scopula (LeP. Geometri
dae)." Entogologist, vol.83: p.225. Nov. 1950. 

57. Hinton, H. E., "~ecophilous L,.caenidae and Other 
Lepidoptera - a SUIIIID8ry. - Proc. II!n!. ~ ~ 
lal!. li!1. ~. ~., 1949-501 pp.111-175, 9 figs. 
Apr. 1951. Following a discussion of theoretical con
siderations, and descriptions of larval and pupal or
gans of importance in the ant-l,.caenid relationship, 
the author summarises all known life histories of ayr
aecophilous L,.caen1dae, plus those of predaceous fol"lllS 
and those which teed upon secretions ot other insects, 
plus what little (relatively) is known about ~eco
phil,. in other families of Lepidoptera. There is a 
bibliography ot all important papers on the subject up 
to 1947, and an index to spp. of T_epidoptera and ants 
mentioned. A fascinating and invaluable paper. [P.B.) 

58. Hoffme,.er, Skat, "Problems in Danish Macrolepi
doptera." Entomologist, vol.831 pp.l93-l98. Sept. 
1950. 

59. Huggins, H. C., "Sterrha muricata Hufnagel in 
England." Entomologist, vol.S31 pp.234-235. Oct. 
1950. 

60. Hyde, George E., "A Gynandrous Agroth l!!!!! HUbner." 
Entomologillt, vol.84: pp.23-24. Jan. 1951. 

61. Kiriakoff, S. G., "Recherches sur les organes tym
paniques des L8pidopt~res en rapport avec la classifi
cation. VI. Nyctemerldae" [In French]. ~. &m. 
§,gs. ~. Belg., vol.S7: pp.l06-129. 5 July 1951. 
Considers the follOWing groups, usuall,. placed all sub
families of the Arctiidae, as tribes in the famil,. 
Nyctemerldae: PERICOPINI lwith subtribes AGANEIDES 
(= 'Hypsidae') and PERICOPIDES), CALLIMORPHINI, and 
NYCTEMERINI. Discusses classification and phyloge~, 
basing his conclusions on a study of the tympanum of 
representatives ot 33 genera. [P.B.). 

62. de Lesse'IH., "Expeditions polaires tran9Aises (Mis
sions Paul-EDile Victor). Zoologie. - 4 note. Ma
crolepidoptera" [In French]. !DB. 22£. ~. II!ns!, 
vol.118: pp.54-18, 38 tigs. 1951. Describes as nev 
Operophtera groenlapdica. Extensive notes on the 19 
SPP. collected on the northwest coast of Greenland, 
belonging to the P.yralidae, Geometridae, Phalaenidae, 
Lymantriidae, Nymphalidae and Pieridae. Figures ~ 
and ~ geni taUa ot almost all spp., and setal pattern 
ot Q. groenlandica larva. [P.B.] 

63. de Lucca, C., "A contribution to the list of Mal
tese Lepidoptera." 1D!.~.!:!Ii., vol.861 pp.232-
233. Aug. 1950. 25 new records. [P.B.) 

64. de Lucca, C., "Additional Records of Miero-Lepid
optera ot the Maltese Islands (Bsterocera)." ~ 
mologist, vol.83: pp.249-251. Nov. 1950. 14 new 
records. (P.B.) 

65. McDonald, Howard, "Biology and Control of Helioth1s 
~ Schiff., an Important New Pest of Flax in West
ern Canada." Ohio State g. !!!I. ~. J21u., no.53: 
pp.23l-240, 5 figs. 1947. 

66. McDunnough, JUles H., "On the Identit,. of ~ 
mophiloides Harve,. (Lepidoptera, AgrotinaeY~" 1llaJJ... 
Brooklrn ~. ~., vol.461 pp. 19-20. Feb. 1951. 
Notes on type and genitalia of this . Pronootya. 

67. McElvare, Rowland R., -Note on Chlorocleptria ju
un." lIYll. Brooklyn ~. ~., vol.46: p.28. Feb. 
1951. 

68. McElvare, Rowland R., "Notell on Helioth1inae - more 
recent records ot rare llpeciell." l!ull. Brooklyp~. 
~., vol.46: p.5l. Apr. 1951. Records of tour sPP. 
trom 1I0uthern United states. (P.B.] 

69. Mackay. Margaret R., "Species of Eupithec1a reared 
in the 'orellt Insect SUrvey in British Columbia 
(Lepidoptera: Geometridae)." ~.!!l!., vol.S3: 
pp.77-91, 4 pIs. Apr. 1951. Describes as newl !. 
transeanadata (Fernie, Kootenai Dist., B. C.); 1. 
pseudotsuglta (Otter L., Kamloops D1st., B. c.); I. 
harrisonata (Harrison L., New Westminster Dist., B. 
C.); Ji. CollPbiata holberDta (Holberg Inlet, Van
couver la.), lie yinsull'ta lVinsulla, Kamloops Dht., 
B. C.); !. ltananaskata lKananaskis, Alberta). Des
cribes the 9 of !. usurpata. SuDllarhell the spp. ot 
the t1l111ata group. Adults and genitalia ot these 
spp. are figured. Food plantll are recorded for the 
.boYe and tor a number of other IIpp. [P.B.] 

70. Munroe, E. G., "i previousl,. unrecognized species 
ot ffmphula (Lepidoptera, Pyral1dae)." Canad.~. , 
vol.S3: pp.20-23, 1 pl., 2 figs. Jan. l~ Resur
rects &. curv1feralis (Walker) trom synonyay under 
lie bldIualis; describes both, tiguring adults and 
0' genitalia. [P.B.] 
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71. Munroe, Eugene G. "The systematics ot Calipto (Lep
idoptera, Satyrinae~, with remarks on the evolutionary 
and zoogeographic significance of the genus." ~. 
11. !. liD!. ~., vol.581 pp.21l-240. 19 Feb. 1951. 
Describes as new Q. amintheus bradley! (Rio Tacoluco, 
Sierra Range, Pinar del Rio Province, Cuba). Gives 
characters of genus, and key to spp. and sspp. Lists 
all known torme, with notes. Discusses distribution 
and speciation. Genus is conf1ned to the Antilles, 
with center in Hispaniola, which has the only primi
tive sPp. This distribution My be explained by the 
size of the island, its relative stability geological
ly, and its mountainous terrain, which has permitted 
local subspeciation. The other islands have lost 
their original fauna in geologic changes. [P.B.} 

72. Munroe, Eugene G., "North American Pyraustinael 
notes and descriptions (Lepidoptera I Pyralidae)." 
~. ~., vol.83! pp.16l-l69, 1 pl., 14 figs. 
July 1951. Describes as neWI CYLINPRIP'RONS (type 
Botis suct,ndi4alis Hulst); PYraus~ perrubralis !!n
piChatisDuncan, British Columbia~ Titanio ~
Il!1Aweme, Manitoba.); Noctuel1a atascaderal1s (Atas
cadero, Calif.). The following changes are madel l:!2-
DIl helvalis, type of Framig:namia; Spilodes palindia
l1!, type of TriSC'is~t~ (these resurrected gene
ra are redescribed ; pyrausta untmaCula to Eyergestis; 
Iil!n12 ephippial1s to Loxostege; 1:. sooialil! removed 
frail synonymy, 1:. funebris glalleralis is the distinct 
North American ssp. Discusses 3 ssp. of 1:. perrubra
l!!. Figures adults ot new spp. and ssp. and 6 other 
forms,d'genita1ia of 12 sPP., and heads of 4. [P.B.) 

73. Paclt, Jirf. "A new family name in Lepidoptera." 
12!. Berichtep, vol.131 p.219. 1 Feb. 1951. Proposes 
TETHEIDAE for Palimpsestidae (= Cyaatophoridae, Thya
tiridae, Polyplocida~ adds a survey ot European 
genera. [A.D. ) 

74. Rawson, George W., and Sidney A. Hessel, "The life 
history of Strxmon ~ Fabricius (Lepidoptera, ~
caenidae)." ~. Brooklrn !D!. ~., vol.46: PP.79-
84, 1 pl., 1 fig. June 1951. Describes early steges, 
with figures of each. Habits ot larva and adult are 
discussed. [P.B.) 

75. Rindge, Frederick W., "! change in synonymy in ~
panula trix (Lepidoptera t Geometridae)." l2Bm. B. I. 
ID!. ~., vol.59: pp.63-64. 25 June 1951. ~. ~ 
is proba.bly a northern ssp. of ~. bifila~. [P.B.) 

76. Sil'98.~ Pedrito, "Step. decora Zeller LeP. Steno
matidae}, uma nova praga potencial do cacaueiro D& 
Bala, Brasil" [In Portuguese, English SUllllll&ry). li!
~ ~., vol.171 pp.361-374, 16 figs. 'Dec. 1946' 
[20 Jan. 1947}. Describes larva, pupa and adults in 
detail. Food plants TheobrOlll8. leiocarpa, Q!1l!l ~ 
~. Discusses systematic position, distribution, 
and habits. Records 1 parasite. [P.B.} 

77. Sperry, John L., "Geometrid notes." ~. 22. QI1. 
~. §£1., vol.50: pp.So-53. 20 Apr. 1951. Des
cribes as new Chlorochl&!Y§ hesperiA (Borrego, Cali
fornia). Revisional notes on C~OrOChla.DIYS, and 
notes on three other species. P.B.) 

78. Stamprfer, H., "Contribution a l'etude des Lycae
nidae de la faune ethiopienne (LeP.)." [In French]. 
OO!. ~. ~. ~, vol.52: pp.3s-41. 20 May 
1947. Describes as news Apthene ~ ~ (Maji, 
Abyssinia) J !. otacilia benadirenSi? (Atkoi, Italian 
SOIII8.l1land); !. lachares toroepsis Bwamba.! Toro, W. 
Uganda); Neurellipes §~dingerl obsolet§ ~Kakamega, 
Kavirondo, Ksnya); also two' foms'. Describes the 
previously unknown cl8' ot kesina ~ and I. crola, 
and 99 of Anthene ~ and A.~. Several 
additional notes. lP.B.J 

79. Tilden, James W., "The insect associates ot ~
I1! pilular1s de Candolle." M1crognt., vol.16: pp. 
149-185. 12 Apr. 1951. Lists, among other insects, 

23 spp. ot Lepidoptera feeding on thIS plant. ~ 
phila I-flavum is a new American record. Records 
parasites and feeding habits, and other aspects ot the 
ecology of this community. lP.B.] 

80. turner, A. JefferiS, "Revision of Australian lepid
optera. Oecophoridae. XIV.· ~. 11m!. ~. !I. §.. 
~, vol.72 I pp.143-158. 15 Sept. 1947. Treatment 
of the 'Depressiades' grouP. Descr! bes as new: 
ANCISTRONEYRA, and type species !. thaumasia (Macpher
son Range, Queensland; Sidney); A. ammophara (Kuranda, 
N. Que8Dsland) f IDIOCHROA, I. ~ (Nambour t Mt. 
Tamborlne, and Brisbane, Queensland); Pholeutls !m!:!Jr 
l!l (Macpherson Range, Queensland); p. leucoe:e~te 
(Macpherson Range, Queensland); 1:. acropreptaMac
pherson Range, Queensland); LEUROBELA (type hOlo~ea 
Turn.); .It. clasOOlita (Macpherson Range, QueenslaDd; 
1. ~ (Stannary Hills, N. Queensland); PYST!IREg
TA, ~. ~ (Kuranda, N. Queensland); DELOPH4NES 
ltype not specitied; anthra1ephala Lower only sp. 
11sted); ~ dYspbanep Bunya Mts., Queensland); 
I. plumbea (Albany, and Denmark, W. Australia); ~ 
~, !S. abrupta (Perth), Eypselia beltera (Charls
ville, Queensland); !. axiepaena (Toowoomba, Queens
land) J I. metabola (Emerald, Dalby, Talwood, and stan
thorpe, Queensland; Adelaide; Perth); PROGONICA, E. 
niphosti bes (Stan thorpe , Queensland); BLEPTOCHITOlf, !!. 
teucotrirna (Eugella, N. Queensland): Thudaea !!!ml2-
techria Cape York, N. Queensland); I. rubri inea 
Cunderdin, W. Australia); I. oryerop1s Maryland, N. 

S. Wales); I. lltodes (Emerald, Queensland); ~
EPHNES, and type sp. A. D!!B (Rookhampton, Emerald, 
and Stanthorpe, Queensland; Tenterfield and Brunswick 
Hds., N. S. Wales); A. ~ (Waroona, W. Australia); 
HAERETA, and type sp. !!. c;zrhimaea (Mt. Tamborine, 
Queensland); H. niphosceleSLake Barrine t N. Queens
land); H. in~cripta (Ooldea, S. Australia), ~
ZANCLA, and type sp. !!. poenicea (Bunya Mts., Queens
land) J !!. sporima (Stanthorpe, Queensland); ,!!. acro
~ (Goodna and ToowOOlllba., Queensland); !!. dngenes 
(Toowoomba. Queensland),!!. leptodel! (Macpherson Range, 
Queen8land~; !!. placophora (Linsmore, N. S. Wales), 
,!!. ~ (Broken Hill, N. S. Wales); Peritorneuta l.!t
.!.2l!1! (Duaringa, Jandowae, Injune, and Bollon, Queens
land); Ctyptolechla striata (Brisbane); Q. ~ 
~ (Murrnrundi, N. S. Wales); £. epin§~ (Mt. 
Tamborine and Macpherson Range, Queensland; £. 11:2-
l2!l!! (Kalamunda, W. Australia); Q. brachymi!.a (Perth); 
£. e t sti (Cooktown, Kuranda, and Lake Barrlne, 
N. Queensland; £. inauinata (Kuranda, N. Queensland). 
Location of type specimens not always stated; speci
mens not otherwise mentioned. Type localities not 
specified; all recorded localities are given above. 
31 genera listed, with desoriptions, references, and 
a key to all but wlcodes (sald to be 'weak')' 143 
SPP. listed, with references and localities. (P.B.) 

131. Wakely, S., "Euc~!lmidophorus (Platyptl11a) Ill2-
20dactyla SchirtermUller." Entomologist, vol.S): 
pp.236-237. Oct. 1950. Life history notes. [P.B.) 

82. Williams, C.B., "Changes in insect populations in 
the field in relation to preceding weather condi
tions." ll:2£.!1gz.~. l&rul. !!, vol.1381 pp.13o-l56, 
9 tigs. 15 Feb. 1951. Changes in total insect popu
lation as measured b.1 light-trap captures are closelY 
correlated with raintall and minimum temperature in 
the preceding three months. [P.B.] 

83. Wll11811son, Margaret, Ib! First ~ ~ l!Io. 
45 pp.; ill. Franklin Watts, New York. 1949. 

84. Woke, Paul A., "Notes on a migratory flight ot ![!!
D!! rulgens Walker (Uraniidae) on the Isthmus ot Pana
ma, Central America." ~. R. ~. ~. ~. (A), 
Tol.261 pp.38-39. 16 Mar. 1951. Flight involved 
millions of individuals and lasted well over a .onth. 
[P.B.] ~ 
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OFFERINGS AND NEEDS OF MEMBERS 

Lepidopterists' Society members may use this page 
free of charge to advertise their offerings and 
needs in Lepidoptera.. The Editors reserve the right 
to rewrite notices for clarity or reject unsuitable 
notices. Unless withdrawn sooner b,y the member, 
each notice will appear in three numbers. We can 
not guarantee any notices but expect all to be ~ 
~. Please notify us of any abuse of this service. 

I will pay LEPIDOPTERISTS' SOCIETY DUES for foreign 
(or N. American) collectors in exchange for shipment 
of butterflies of equal value, or will pay cash dir
ect. Want butterflies from any tropical island, Af
rica, and Indo-Australia, Central and South America; 
NOT Europe at present. Also want North American 
species in quantity, esp. Papilio. Must be first 
qual1 ty, in papers. Want all families but esp. Nym
phalidae, Papilion1dae, Morphidae, and Saturniid 
moths; also other large insects. Will advance money 
to any good collector. Send list and prices in 
first letter. A. Glanz, Butterfly World Supply 
House, 289 E. 98th St., Brooklyn 12, New York. 

Japanese Rhopalocera and some moths, including Jap
anese (and including Formosan) Rhopalocera and some 
moths offered in exchange for Rhop. and sCllle moths 
from all parts of the world. Especially Satyridae, 
~caenidae, Papilionidae, Nymphalidae, Pieridae, Sa
turniidae and Arctiidae. Seiji Ishida, 33 Nakayama
chS, Saga, Uky6-ku, Kyoto City, JAPAN. 

Austrian hunter and collector (not dealer) in Amazon 
and Matto Grosso districts of Brazil takes orders 
for Lepidoptera and other insects, all with full lo
cality and date. Also supplies amphibians, reptiles 
and various terrarium animals. Write (in German if 
possible) to: Walter A. Riffler, Tecnico Zoologico, 
Caixa Postal 500, Belem, Para, BRAZIL. 

Huge AFRICAN LEPIDOPTERA collection for sale; over 
2000 moths and 5400 butterflies. About 250 types, 
with complete data, all on pins. Will sell in part 
or complete, including 120 glass cases. Also, rare 
books on African Lepidoptera. Ari W. Kampf, Franz 
Jurgens Strasse 12, Dusseldorf, GERMANY. 

AUSTRALIAN LEPIDOPTERA for sale, papered or pinned, 
perfect specimens, with data, 10jl! each. Write stat
ing needs; Victorian species only offered. 
Ian Harman, c/o Mrs. A.H. Bisdee, Appletree Cottage, 
Dorset Road, Croydon, Victoria, AUSTRALIA. 

Exchange desired in all groups of Macros, esp. Geo
metridae. Lepidoptera from COLCRADO (Parnasslus, 
Co11as, Q.!mW, etc.), ILLINOIS, and southern INDIA
NA offered in trade. Ronald H. Leuschner, 1172 S. 
Wenonah Ave., Oak Park, Illinois. 

Wanted to buys SEITZ' "Macrolepidoptera of the 
World", Vols. 1, 9, 13, English translation. George 
H. Berg, Rm. 319, Custom House, New Orleans 16, La. 

MlGATHYMUS WANTED - specimens of this genus from all 
localities. Will buy or exohange. Have Megathymus 
for exchanges. 
Don B. Stallings, Caldwell, Kansas. 

GENITALIC VIALS: On Nov. 1st I shall place an order 
with Kimble Glass Co. for following sizes of vials: 

1. 3-3/4 to 4-1/2 by 10 ± 2 mm. 
2. 6-1/4 to 7 b,y 15 ± 2 m. 
3. 7-1/4 to 8 b,y 18 ± 2 DIDI. 

4. 1/4 dram; 9 x JO DIDI. 
Anyone wanting some of these vials should notif7 me 
so I can include his order with mine, as these are 
made on special order. (I will make no extra charge.) 
Kent H. Wilson, 823 East "B" St., Moscow, Idaho. 

MEGATHIMUS YUCCAE ALABAMAE ex-pupae 1951, perfect, 
spread. Want exotics and Gulf States rarities in 
exchange. 
H.W. Eustis, 2301 Woodbine Rd., Augusta, Georgia. 

BUTTERFLIES FROM ARCTIC and Far North especially Q!
!l!!.!!, Erebia, Boloria, at reasonable prices. R.J. 
Fitch, 2235 Pandora St., Vancouver, B.C., CANADA. 

Wanted: Seitz' "Macrolepidoptera of the World", esp. 
Vols. 1, 2, 6, 9, 13, English Translation. 
G.F. Schirmer, 2912 N. 45th St., Milwaukee 10, Wis. 

Lepidoptera of the SOUTHWEST U.S.A. for sale, paper
ed or pinned. Lota of 100, either Rhopalocera, Ma
cros, or Micros, priced low, full data. 
F.P. Sala, 1764 Colorado Blvd., Los Angeles 41, Cal. 

SpE!xeria diana, ~. crbele l!!s! and ~, and ~. 
nokomis nitocrts, d:l' and W with full data, offered 
in exchange for needed species of Erebia and Oenei., 
esp. the following numbers from McDunnough 1938 
list: l27b-e; l30a-c; l35a; l36a; l38b,c; 140, l43a; 
144b-c; 147; 147a; 149b-d; 151, 152. Also need allY' 
of forms recently described by dos Passos except 
targete ~ and I2U1! gabrieli. If you have some 
of these species but are not interested in the ~
!I!!, send list of desiderata. 
Paul R. Ehrlich, 538 Academy St., Maplewood, N.J. 

Bio Metal standard redwood insect box, new .tyle, 
9 x 13 x 2-1/2 inches. Screw on hinge. $2.25 each, 
$2S/doz. Also Cornell drawers and unit pinning 
trays. Equipment constructed to order. Bio Metal 
Associates, Box 346, Beverly Hills, Calif. 

LIVING MATERIAL 

The Editors will welcome especially notices tor the 
exchange or sale of Lepidoptera eggs, larvae, and 
pupae, hoping to revive the old interest in rearing 
and to re-emphasize the importance ot studying the 
illllll&ture stages. Contributors are urged to include 
accurate loca11 ty data with all JIll terial sent. 

Wanted to buy: cocoons ot U.S.A. Saturnl1dae, pupae 
of Sphingldae, Papilio chrysalids, Catocala eggs, 
Demileuca m!1! egg rings. Will exchange best make 
rust-proof steel pins los.0-7, value 14.00 per thou
sand, for cocoons and Coleoptera. 
Eugene Dluhy, 3912 I. Hamilton, Chicago 18, Illinois. 

~ 
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QUESTIONS FOR PROFESSOR FORBES 

Q. "Do you believe that the Viceroy (w.:en1ti~ !£
c!l1PPUs) mimics the Monarch (DeMUS plexippus? Are 
there other North American butterflies that mimic 
protected species?" 

A. I believe it is a MUllerian mimic (resemblance 
between two protected butterflies, to the advantage 
of both), but that the Monarch is the dominant part
ner. In Florida and the Southwest other races of 
the Viceroy mimic the local races of the Queen. I 
believe also that there is a mimicry group {pertl,. 
Miillerill.n, partly Batesian) surrounding the Green 
SwallowtaIl (philenor). This includes Papi110 ~
lY4, Limenitis astyanax, f. glaucus, and in a degen
erate way f. poluenes. I believe that mimicry is 
best developed in the tropics, where there are more 
butterfly-eating birds, and also the monkeys, and 
that in North America It may be partly a lett-aver 
fran an earlier geological period when it VIlS much 
warmer here, and is therefore now degenerating. 

In the moths we also have local mimics of Hymen
optera (the A~geriidae, and j:erhaps best of all 911-
,U.J;!J! fulvlCylliS, which In life is a very good mimic 
of Polistes~ Also Lvcomorpha ~ is a (perhaps 
degenerate) mimic of Caloptergp beetles; many tropi
cal relatives are effectIve mimics of LamP,1l'idae. 

Q. "In the spreading of ~ and some other spe
cies, there is a staining of the hind wings where 
they come in contact with the body while in the re
laxing jar. What can be done to remove this stain?" 

A. You do not state what type of stain. Grease, 
soaking out from the body, can be easily removed by 
anY fat solvent, such as pure gasoline or benzol. 
I drop papered material tn the solvent. leave some 
hours, blot off and dry; for spread material I pre
fer to layout the specimen on an old setting board 
(a size or two over-size) with pads of cellucotton 
below and above the wings and ovsr the body; then 
soak the whole with benzol or chloroform, cover the 
wing pads with glass (microscope slides) and leave 
till dried out. Then remove the pads and the grease 
will have been drawn out into the pads. If the 
stain is cyanide (scarlet if not too heavy) there is 
no remedy; - clean up your cyanide bottle. 

W.T.M. Forbes 

In reference to the Question and Answer column 
of the ~, vol.4s p.60, it should be noted that 
Papi1io (M§pelaides) alcinous Klug feeds on Aristo
~ in Japan. It is the sole representative of 
the "Pharmacophagous" group in our country. Dyar 
remarks that its larva is allied to the American 
philenor. It resembles a "partially ripe mulberry" 
as Pryer states and is by no means an orange-puppy. 
There are seven orange-family feeders in our fauna: 
f. ~, protenor, 1Dacllentus, maack11, blanor, 
helenus, and~. They are all members of the 
Fluted Papilios, among which the adult of macilentu!! 
alone somewhat resembles the alcinous a (and the 
southern form of the 9). 

Tari5 Iwase 
Kanagawa-ken, Japan 

Vol.S, nos.3-5 
ADDRESS CHANGES 

Arntz, A., 516 Prospect Ave., Syracuse 8, N.Y. 
Berg, G., Room 319, Custom House, New Orleans l6,La. 
Clench, H., Section of Insects and Spiders, Carnegie 

Museum, Pittsburgh 13, Pa. 
Euting, N., Route 2, Box 110, OconClllO\lOc, Wis. 
Halbert, R., 2~Cudahy St.,Huntington Park, Callf. 
Hayes, J., 7522 Farest Preserve Dr., Chicago 34, Ill. 
Jablonski, R., 1018 E. Ogden Ave., Milwukee 2, Wis. 
Kesselring, J., Calxa Postal 6, Joio, Pessoa, Para-

{'be, BRASIL. 
Kimball, C., Route 4, Box 299, Sarasota, Fla. 
Lambert, R., Dept. of Agrieulture, Systematic Ento-

mology, Science Service, ottawa, Ont., CANADA. 
Laspe, C., 1326 Granada, Long Beach 4, CaUf. 
Mills, K., 2010 Hudson St., Charleston 2, W.Va. 
Nicolay, S. (Lt.Col.), Hdqts.Sqd. ,ICAS L Quantico, Va. 
Robinaon, p., Ring Factory Rd., R.D. ,,~, Bel Air, Ki. 
Rockingham, N., H.M.A.S. "Australia", c/o G.p.O., 

Sydney, N.S.W., AUSTRALIA. 
Rutkowski, F., 5723 McVicker Ave., Chicago 30, Ill. 
Smith, A., 454 K St., Los Banos, Calif. 
Travassos F~, L., Dept. de Zoologia, Secr. da AgrI

cultura, Caixa Postal 7172, Sao Paulo, BRASIL. 
Wren, G., 700 Pierce St., Gary, Ind. 

ADDITIONS TO THE MEMBERSHIP LIST 

Bakeless, John(Dr.), Great Hill, R.D.2, Seymour,Conn. 
Burdick, W.N., 1108 S. Harvard Blvd., Los Angeles 6, 

Callf. 
Burkhardt, V.J.(Col.), c/o Mme. Natasha du BreuU, 

6, Basilea, Lyttelton Rd., HONG KONG. 
Carman, J.D. (Mrs.), Route 2, Sunnyside, Wash. 
Covell, Charles V.,Jr., Bax 569, Southern Pines, N.C. 
Dane, Benjamin, Indian Ave., Middletown, Rhode Island. 
Duke, Arthur, 17 St.Bede' s Rd., Three Anchor Bay, 

Cape Town SOUTH AFRICA. 
Ely, Frank lMrs.), Endeavor, Wis. 
Fujioka, Tomoo, 110-13, 10 Nishikata-machi, Bunkyo-ku, 

Tokyo, JAPAN. 
Garthe, WillIam, Hanover Road, Hanover, N.J. 
Glanz, A., 291 E. 9Bth st., Brooklyn 12, N.Y. 
Harman, Ian, c/o Mrs. Blsdee, Appletree Cottage, Dol'

set Rd., Cra,ydan, Victoria, AUSTRALIA. 
IshIda, Seiji, 33 Nakayama-chS, Saga, Uk;y8-ku, Kyoto 

Ci ty, JAPAN. 
Kampf, Ari W., Franz Jurgens Strasse 12, DUsseldorf, 

GERMANY. 
Koerber, Thomas, 1627 N. 24th Pl., Milwaukee 5, Wis. 
Linadale t Donald D., Jamesburg Route, Hastings Re-

servation, Robles del Rio, Calif. 
Nations, A.\i., Box 42, Donna, Texas. 
Nevola, Salvatore T., 146-43 lS2nd St.,Jamaica 5,N.Y. 
Patterson, Lois M. (Mrs.), 524 Maple Blvd., Kansas 

City 1, Mo. 
Ruetimeyer, Ernest, 38, Rue Federale, Berne, SWITZER-

LAND. 
Scott, Arthur H., 20 Bishop Pky., Pittsfield, Mass. 
Taylor, Herbert S., 1369 Fair Ave., Columbus, Ohio. 
Valletta, AnthonY, 257 Meida St. B, B'Kara, MALTA. 
Walcott, Charles, 81 Sparks St., Cambridge 38, Mass. 
Wheaton, William, Saco, Montana. 

D~EASED 

Romleux, Jean (Swl tzerland). 




